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Inspired by recent evidence for a positive cosmological constant, this thesis considers some
of the implications of incorporating approximately seventy percent of the universe, namely
dark energy, consistently into quantum eld theory on a curved background. This may have
implications for ination, the understanding of dark energy at the present time and for in-
troducing a positive cosmological constant into string theory. We will mainly examine var-
ious aspects of the one parameter family of de Sitter (dS) invariant states - the alpha-vacua.
On the phenomenological side, such states could provide a window into trans-planckian
physics through their imprint on the cosmological microwave background (CMB), and
may also presently be a source of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR). From a purely
theoretical perspective, formulating interacting quantum eld theory in these states is a
challenging problem which we consider in quite some detail.
Ination solves many of the outstanding problems inherent to the standard model of
cosmology. It also introduces the possibility that we may be able to extract information
about physics at the planckian scale. During ination, trans-planckian scales expand to
macroscopic size, which might lead to an observable cosmological imprint. One way of
modeling trans-planckian effects is to consider the alpha-vacua. Modeling slow-roll ina-
tion as a transition between states with two different cosmological constants, we found that
one is required to take alpha « H/M to prevent excessive particle production at the end of
ination. Here H is the Hubble constant and M is some proper momentum scale cutoff.
Give these constraints we nd that there may indeed be effects on the CMB.
While it was clear that there may be observable effects on the CMB, the theoretical
consistency of the physics of these vacua was questioned. It was suggested that there were
problems with renormalizability, locality, causality, and stability. To address these issues
we sought to formulate the eld theory using an imaginary-time technique We found that
the theory was renormalizable with local counter-terms, and that at one-loop the renormal-
ized stress-energy tensor was real, suggesting stability.
We found that continuing from imaginary to real time leads to an interpretation with
a non-local action. The non-locality, however, relates causally separated points so it is
unobservable. Unfortunately, once one couples to gravity, the non-locality may become
observable - leading to instability or violations of causality.
One can also consider a real-time method where one treats the alpha-vacuum as a
squeezed state with a proper momentum cut off. This state breaks dS invariance so it
will eventually decay into the conventional vacuum. So, for the cut-off alpha-vacuum to
have observational relevance, one may be required to ne-tune the initial conditions.
Finally, we found that the current existence of a cut off alpha-vacuum would provide
a new top-down mechanism for the production of UHECR through the Unruh effect. Fur-
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and its attendant problems.
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rays
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Conventions
The metric is has signature (−,+,+, . . . ,+).
M
d denotes d-dimensional Minkowski space.
dSd denotes d-dimensional de Sitter space.
Unless otherwise noted we use units with c = flh = 1
H is the Hubble constant







x2 + . . .
H(2)ν (x) is a Hankel function of the 2nd kind dened in terms of Bessel functions:
H(2)ν (x) = Jν(x)− iYν(x)
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There exist a one complex parameter family of de Sitter invariant vacua, known as α vacua.
This thesis mainly examines various aspects of these states. My inspiration for looking at
these areas has been recent evidence for a positive cosmological constant which poses great
theoretical challenges. I have looked α-vacua in relation to the trans-plankian problem,
interacting quantum eld theory and the production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays.
Ination solves many of the outstanding problems inherent to the standard model of
cosmology. It also introduces the tantalising possibility that we may be able to extract
information about physics at the planckian scale. During ination, sub-planckian scales
expand to macroscopic size, suggesting that there might be an observable cosmological
imprint of planckian scale physics. This trans-planckian window of opportunity is one of
the few ways that we may be able to probe these scales (which may be governed by stringy
physics) using present technology.
One way of modeling trans-planckian effects is to consider the one-parameter family
of de Sitter invariant vacua. In the context of slow roll ination, we show that all but the
1
Bunch-Davies vacuum generates unacceptable production of high energy particles at the
end of ination. As a simple model for the effects of trans-planckian physics, we go on
to consider non-de Sitter invariant vacua obtained by patching modes in the Bunch-Davies
vacuum above some momentum scale Mc, with modes in an α vacuum below Mc.
Choosing Mc near the Planck scale Mpl , we nd acceptable levels of hard particle pro-
duction, and corrections to the cosmic microwave perturbations at the level of HMpl/M2c ,
where H is the Hubble parameter during ination. More general initial states of this type
with H ¿Mc¿Mpl can give corrections to the spectrum of cosmic microwave background
perturbations at order 1. The parameter characterizing the α-vacuum during ination is a
new cosmological observable.
While it was clear that there may be observable effects on the cosmic microwave back-
ground, objections were raised about the theoretical consistency of the physics of these
vacua. It was suggested that there were problems with renormalizability, locality, causality
and stability for these vacua.
To address these issues we sought to formulate the eld theory on the euclidean section
of de Sitter space namely the sphere. We found that the euclidean theory was renormaliz-
able with local counter-terms, and that, at one-loop, the renormalized stress-energy tensor
was real suggesting stability.
Using an imaginary time formalism, we set up a consistent renormalizable perturbation
theory of a scalar eld in a nontrivial α vacuum. Although one representation of the effec-
tive action involves non-local interactions between anti-podal points, we argue the theory
leads to causal physics when continued to real-time, and we prove a spectral theorem for
the interacting two-point function. We construct the renormalized stress energy tensor and
2
show this develops no imaginary part at leading order in the interactions, consistent with
stability.
We found that continuing from imaginary to real time leads to an interpretation with
a non-local action. The non-locality, however, relates anti-podal points in de Sitter space
which are inaccessible to one another so it is unobservable. Unfortunately, once one cou-
ples to gravity, the non-locality may become observable - leading one to instability or
violations of causality.
One can also consider a real-time method where one treats the α vacuum as a squeezed
state with a proper momentum cut off. This cut off α-vacuum breaks de Sitter invariance
so it will eventually decay into the conventional vacuum. So, for the cut off vacuum to have
observational relevance, one may be required to ne-tune the initial conditions.
Finally, we found that the current existence of a cut off α-vacuum would provide a new
top-down mechanism for the production of UHECR through the Unruh effect. Assuming
the present-day universe is asymptoting toward a future de Sitter phase, we argue the ob-
served ux of cosmic rays places a bound on the parameter α that characterizes these de
Sitter invariant vacuum states, generalizing earlier work of Starobinsky and Tkachev. If this
bound is saturated, we obtain a new top-down scenario for the production of super-GZK
cosmic rays. The observable predictions bear many similarities to the previously studied




Classical de Sitter space 101
2.1 Introduction
We consider the classical properties of de Sitter space as an important preliminary to the
study of quantum eld theory on this background.
d-dimensional de Sitter space-time (dS) can be visualised as a hyperboloid embedded
in a (d +1)-dimensional Minkowski space dened by the formula
ηABXAXB = r2 A,B = 0 . . .d (2.1)
where ηAB = diag(−1,1, . . . ,1) is the usual Minkowski metric. An advantage of this de-
scription is that we immediately see that dS retains the SO(1,d) symmetry of the ambi-
ent Minkowski space since the left hand side of (2.1) is clearly invariant under (d + 1)-
dimensional Lorentz transformations1. The Hubble constant, H, which is actually a con-
1Indeed, from the higher dimension perspective, (2.1) merely describes a surface which is a constant
4
5stant in dS, is inversely proportional to r.
Figure 2.1: dS2 embedded in M3.
De Sitter space-time is maximally symmetric and has constant positive curvature. Spaces






Plugging the contraction of (2.2), Rαβ = 1d Rgαβ , into the contracted Bianchi identity,
Rγα;γ = 12R;α , gives R;α = 0, so, the Ricci scalar is constant.





Rgαβ . To satisfy Einstein’s equation, either we have a cosmological constant




R, or the stress-energy tensor is proportional to the metric (which in
turn implies the equation of state ρ =−p).
Good discussions of the geometry of de Sitter space dS can be found in [63, 87] on
which some of the following summary is based. Other sources consulted for this chapter
proper distance from the origin that can be generated by applying Lorentz transformations to the space-like
vector (0,r,0 . . .0).
6include [6, 29, 78, 89]
In this chapter we discuss some classical properties of dS, namely  Wick rotation of
the sphere to dS, various coordinate systems on dS, geodesics of dS, the Penrose diagram
and causality, and nally some identications of dS.
2.2 Analytic continuation from the sphere
dS can be obtained from a sphere by Wick rotation. We consider a sphere of radius r
embedded in Rd+1 dened by the formula
δABEAEB = r2. (2.3)
Performing a Wick rotations, E0→ iX0, sends the ambient Euclidean space to Minkowski
space and turns (2.3) into (2.1):
δABEAEB = r2
E0→iX0−−−−−→ ηABXAXB = r2 A,B ∈ 0 . . .d (2.4)
This Wick rotation, sends the SO(1+d) symmetries of the sphere to SO(1,d) which is
another way of seeing what the symmetries of de Sitter space are. Usually, Wick rotation
is not a very useful tool in curved space-time, but this relationship between Wick rotation
and the symmetries of dS explains its utility. Some familiar geometric properties of the
sphere can be carried over to de Sitter space although, a little bit of care needs to be taken
since there are fundamental differences between the spaces, for example, the topology of
de Sitter is R×Sd−1.
7In the next section we will see how Wick rotation can be realised in a few different
coordinate systems and its relationship to the symmetries of dS.
2.3 Coordinate systems
In this section we summarise some coordinate systems one may choose for dS. Depending
on the problem at hand it may be helpful to use one particular coordinate set or another.
Furthermore, in discussing these coordinates, certain properties of the space are elucidated.
For simplicity we set r = 1  the factors of r (or H) can be easily reintroduced by dimen-
sional analysis.
Just as there are many was to skin a cat there are many ways to slice dS. Depending on
how we choose to wield our cosmic cleaver we can obtain either closed, at or open spatial
sections. It is simplest to use planar sections and examples are illustrated in g. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Various slicings of dS. From left to right we have closed, at and open spatial
sections.
82.3.1 Global coordinates (closed spatial sections)
Global coordinates, as their name suggests, cover all of dS. The closed spatial sections are
spheres. The spatial sections start off being large in the past, contract to a minimal size at
the equator, X0 = 0, and then start expanding again.
Figure 2.3: Spatial sections of global coordinates
The intersections of horizontal planes with the de Sitter hyperboloid which generate
these sections are illustrated in g. 2.3.
The time-like geodesic normals to these sections are given by the intersection of the
hyperboloid with vertical planes passing though the origin as shown in g. 2.4. The planes
are related by rotations about the X 0-axis.
9Figure 2.4: Intersection of the dS hyperboloid with vertical planes through the origin. The
intersections are the geodesic normals to the spatial sections of global coordinates.
Wick rotation and global coordinates
Global coordinates are analogous to spherical polar coordinates for the d-sphere and are
easily obtained from them by Wick rotation. We start with standard coordinates for the
sphere
E0 = cos χ




Ed−1 4.2 = sin χ sinω1 . . .cosωd−1
Ed = sin χ sinω1 . . .sinωd−1.
(2.5)
We pick up a factor of i, by performing the transformation
χ → iflt−pi/2, (2.6)
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since cos(iflt−pi/2) = isinh flt. In the new coordinate, flt, E0 = isinh flt, hence the Wick rotation
E0 → iX0, Ea → Xa a = 1 . . .D (2.7)
gives us the following coordinates parameterising de Sitter space
X0 = sinh flt




Xd = cosh flt sinω1 . . .sinωd−1.
(2.8)
It can easily be checked that (2.8) satises (2.1). It is also easy to see from (2.8) that
planes of constant X0 coincide with surfaces of constant flt.
Either by using (2.6) to transform the familiar metric for the Euclidean n-sphere,
ds2 = dχ2 + sin2 χ dΩ2d−1,
or by using (2.8) to calculate the pull back of ηAB on the hyperboloid (ie. plugging (2.8)
into ds2 = ηABdXAdXB), one obtains the following expression for the metric on de Sitter
space
ds2 =−dflt2 + cosh2 flt dΩ2d−1 (2.9)
where dΩ2d−1 is the metric of a (d−1)-sphere.
11
Conformal Coordinates
Sometimes it is more convenient to express the metric with an overall conformal factor. To
this end, we dene a global conformal time variable, flη , by
















Note (2.11) maps flt ∈ (−∞,∞) to the nite region flη ∈ (0,pi). Plugging (2.11) and (2.10)




(−d flη2 +dω21 +dΩ2d−2) . (2.12)
Symmetries and global coordinates
Another illustrative way to obtain (2.8) is by applying SO(1,d) to a single point. We start
with the representative point e(1) = (0,1,0, . . .0)T . Applying a boost of rapidity flt in the
(0,1)-plane , gives us a time-like hyperbolic curve
XA =
(
sinh flt,cosh flt,0, . . . ,0
)
,
which, is incidentally a geodesic. We then successively apply (d− 1) rotations to sweep
out the whole space. The procedure is illustrated in g. 2.5.
12
Boost Rotation
Figure 2.5: dS = S(1,d) · (0,1,0 . . .0)
In summary, we can rewrite (2.8) more compactly, albeit less transparently, as
X(flt,ω1 . . .ωd−1) = M(d,d−1)(ωd−1) . . .M(21)(ω1)M(01)(flt)e(1),
where M(AB) denotes a S0(1,d) rotation/boost in the (AB)-plane of Md+1. This incidentally
explicitly demonstrates the transitivity of dS under its symmetry group ie. by applying
group transformations to a single point we may obtain the whole space.
As previously noted the spatial sections of global coordinates start off large, contract to
a minimal size at the equator and then start expanding again. This would seem to imply that
the equator is some special region of de Sitter space where contraction stops and expansion
begins. This in turn seems to contradict the statement that all points in dS are equivalent
under SO(1,d). In fact given any point in dS, we can nd a new set of global coordinates
where that point lies on the equator. These new coordinates will be related to our original
ones by a SO(1,d) transformation. Boosting the spatial sections of the old coordinates
transforms them to ellipses in the new frame. Both the new and old equators will have
a proper circumference of 2pir. We see that the apparent specialness of the equator is a
coordinate artifact. Fig. 2.6 shows the spatial sections of some boosted global coordinates.
13
Figure 2.6: Boosted global coordinates.
2.3.2 Static coordinates
In the previous section we saw how global coordinates masked some of the symmetry of dS
by making the equator seem special. The spatial sections of static coordinates are far more
democratic  each spatial section corresponds to the equator in some global coordinate
system. This means that the sections are equivalent under boosts. For simplicity, consider
dS2. To generate the coordinates we apply the boost M(01)(
¦
t) to an equator
XA = (0,cosϑ ,sinϑ)
giving us a family of ellipses all with the same proper circumference of 2pir. (see g 2.7).
14
Figure 2.7: Spatial sections of static coordinates generated by boosting the equator. Notice
that the spatial sections cover two spatially separated parts of dS. The grey lines denote the
boundaries of static coordinates.
An advantage of static coordinates is that, as the name suggest, the metric is static.
Since spatial sections are equivalent under boosts and boosts correspond to time transla-
tions, the components of the metric are time-independent. A disadvantage of static coordi-
nates is that since we can’t boost past the light cone, our coordinates will only cover half
of dS. Another disadvantage is that as all the spatial sections meet at a point  so we ex-
pect a coordinate singularity there (a similar coordinate singularity arises in spherical polar
coordinates at the poles). Generalising to dSd , where the equator is (d−1)-sphere, we get
X(
¦
t ,ϑ ,θ1 . . .θd−2) = M10(
¦
t)Md,d−1(θd−2) . . .M32(θ1)M21(ϑ)e(1). (2.13)
Notice from g (2.7) the family of ellipses covers two spatially separated quadrants of
dS. If we would like coordinates covering just one of these regions we should just boost
15







X2 = ρ cosθ1




Xd = ρ sinθ1 . . .sinθd−2
(2.14)
(2.14) cover just a quarter of dS - we shall see later that this region corresponds to the
part of dS completely accessible to an observer.







which is indeed static. Notice that (2.15) is reminiscent of the Schwarzschild metric and,
indeed, the physics of the static patch has much in common with a black hole.
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Figure 2.8: Spatial sections of the static patch. The sections are generated by the intersec-
tion of the dS hyperboloid with a family of half planes. The half planes are generated by
boosting the equatorial half-plane (X 0 = 0, X2 > 0) over the rapidity range (−∞,∞).
It is easy to check that ∂/∂
¦
t is a time-like Killing vector. As we approach ρ = 1, it
becomes null (
∥∥∥∂/∂ ¦t∥∥∥2 = −(1− ρ2)) and in fact there is no globally time-like Killing
vector eld on dS (see section 2.4). This means that there is no globally dened concept of
energy on dS.
Wick Rotation to static coordinates
We can also obtain (2.14) by Wick rotation of a different axis. Start with the following
coordinates for the hemi-sphere:
E(ϑ ,θ1 . . .θd−2,ω) = R10(ω)Rd,d−1(θd−2) . . .R32(θ1) R21(ϑ)|ϑ∈(0,pi/2) e(1).(2.16)
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where RAB is a SO(d +1) rotation in the (AB)-plane. Perform the transformation
ω → i ¦t −pi/2 sinϑ → ρ (2.17)
which gives E1 = i
√
1−ρ2 sinh ¦t so Wick rotating the E1-axis:
E1 → iX0 E0 → X1 Ea → Xa(a > 1) (2.18)
gives us (2.14). Notice that Wick rotation achieves the transformation Sd → dSd by map-
ping a SO(d +1) rotation to a SO(1,d) boost.
2.3.3 Inflationary coordinates (flat spatial sections)
Figure 2.9: spatial sections of inationary coordinates






X i = et`xi
(2.19)
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where we have used light-cone coordinates X± = X0±X1and x2 = ∑i xixi. The coordinates
only cover half of the space with X+ > 0 (although by using another patch with X+ =−et`
we can cover the whole space). The spatial sections, generated by the intersection of the
dS hyperboloid with null planes (see g. 2.9), are at and consist of paraboloids. They can
be thought of as innitely boosted global coordinate spatial sections and in fact (2.19) can
be derived from (2.8) by appropriately taking the innite boost limit (see 2.3.4 for details)
From (2.19) we nd the inationary metric








(−d η2 +d~x2)= a2( η)(−d η2 +d~x2) (2.21)
where η =
∫ ∞
t` dλ/exp(λ ) =−exp(−t). So η t`→−∞−−−−→−∞ and η t`→∞−−−→ 0.
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Figure 2.10: Geodesic normals to the spatial sections of inationary coordinates are given
by the intersection of the planes X i = xiX+ with dS .
Wick rotation to inflationary coordinates
There does not appear to be a simple way to implement Wick rotation to inationary coor-
dinates.
The spatial sections of inationary coordinates lie on null planes at 45◦. It is important
to remember that although these planes are null with respect to the ambient Minkowski
metric, the sections they generate are spatial with respect to the induced dS metric. While
many useful properties of dS can be obtained by visualising it in an embedding space, this
is an example where one can be misled. From the dS perspective the SO(1,d) symmetry
transformations do not necessarily look like boost or rotations.
Anyway, from the perspective of Md+1, Wick rotating a rotation of 45◦ can be inter-
preted as an innite boost taking a space-like plane to a null plane. While this geometric
interpretation is clear, it will cause our coordinates to blow up. Consequently one is forced
to combine Wick rotation with some regularising procedure. One obvious choice ends up
corresponding to Wick rotating to global coordinates and taking the appropriate innite
boost limit  so the only new element we need to discuss is how take the limit of an innite
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boost.
Taking an infinite boost
We start off with global coordinates (2.8) written in light-cone variables
X+ = sinh flt + cosh flt
√
1−u2
X− = sinh flt− cosh flt
√
1−u2






1−u2 and the ui can be read off by comparing (2.8) and (2.22). Actually
(2.22) just covers half of dS since we’ve only taken cosω1 positive  as a result the boosted
coordinates only cover half of dS. We apply a boost of rapidity fly to (2.22):
X+ → X+e−y¯ X−→ X−ey¯ X i → X i, (2.23)
and take the limit as fly→∞. To get a nite answer we need to be careful about how we take
the limit  taking















ey¯ ∼−e−t` + x2et`
X i = 2xie−y¯ cosh flt ∼ et`xi
(2.25)
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which indeed reproduces (2.19).
2.3.5 Hyperbolic coordinates (open spatial sections)
X0 = sinh t coshy
X1 = cosh t




Xd = sinh t sinhysinθ1 . . .sinθd−2.
(2.26)
For completeness we include hyperbolic coordinates (2.26). They give us open spatial
sections which can be generated by the intersection of dS with vertical planes as show in
(2.11). As we shall see later, lines with constant spatial coordinates, (y,θi), are time-like
geodesics.
(2.26) can be compactly written as
X(t,y,φ1 . . .φd−2) = Md,d−1(θd−2) . . .M32(θ1)M02(y)M01(t)e(1).
Figure 2.11: spatial sections of hyperbolic coordinates
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The metric is given by
ds2 =−dt2 + sinh2 flt (dy2 + sinh2 flydΩ2d−2) . (2.27)
Wick rotation
We can obtain (2.26) by Wick rotation as well. The transformation
χ → it ω1 →−iy ωi → θi−1 i > 1 (2.28)
together with a Wick rotation along the E1-axis:
E1 → iX0 E0 → X1 Ea → Xa a > 1 (2.29)
gives us (2.26).
2.4 Geodesics and symmetry
Rather than solving any differential equations we can nd the geodesics through a point of
dS using its correspondence with the sphere combined with the symmetries of the space.
For simplicity we consider dS2.
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Figure 2.12: Geodesics through a point on the S2 and on dS2 respectively
On S2, we can take one geodesic passing through a point and use rotations to generate
all the geodesics passing through that point. The rotations are generated by a Killing eld
∂/∂ω (see g. 2.12).
We can perform a similar procedure in de Sitter space but a little bit of care needs to be
taken since SO(1,d) is non-compact and the procedure is slightly more involved.
For simplicity we consider dS2. Without loss of generality we start with the represen-
tative point (0,1,0). It is easy to check that the equator (dS∩ (0,X 1,X2)) is a space-like
geodesic. In a repeat of what we did to generate static coordinates (2.14), we can generate
the other space-like geodesics through X by boosting the equator. This gives us space-like
geodesics, which are coordinate lines of constant static time,
¦
t , related by boosts generated
by the time-like Killing vector ∂/∂
¦
t . The process is illustrated in g. 2.12 where the
families of space-like geodesics are labelled in red. Similarly the Greenwich meridian
(dS∩(X0,X1,0)) is a time-like geodesic which we can boost to generate the family of time-
like geodesics through X (labeled in blue in g. 2.12). This is what we did to construct
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hyperbolic coordinates  the time-like geodesics are coordinate lines in (2.26) with y held
constant, related by boosts generated by the space-like Killing vector ∂/∂y. Finally, the
light-cone through X , containing null geodesics separates these two families (labeled in
green in g. 2.12).
One can now roughly see why there is no global time-like Killing eld on dS. On the
sphere we have the Killing eld ∂/∂ω , which will be Wick rotated (2.17) to the time-like
Killing eld ∂/∂
¦
t on a static coordinate patch but Wick rotated (2.28) to the space-like
Killing eld ∂/∂y on a hyperbolic patch.
Also, unlike the sphere, not all points in dS are joined by geodesics. There are no
geodesics joining a point to points in the future light-cone or past light-cone of its antipodal
point. Comparing the sphere and de Sitter space-time in g. 2.12 we see that the geodesics
which would have joined such points get blown up to innity.
Generalising arguments of this section to higher-dimensions, one nds the geodesics
of dSd are given by the intersection of hyperplanes through the origin of Md+1 and the de
Sitter hyperboloid.
2.4.1 Geodesic distance
For clarity we reintroduce factors of r in this section.
On a sphere, the geodesic distance between two points X A and Y A is given by
s = rα = r arccos(δABXAY B/r2) (2.30)
where αis the angle between XAand Y A. For points that are connected by geodesics,
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we can generalise (2.30) to de Sitter space by replacing δAB with ηAB. For those points
not connected by geodesics we may use (2.30) to dene a distance function by analytic
continuation [6]. Rather than worry about the analytic properties of (2.30), it is sometimes
more convenient just to work with is de Sitter invariant argument,
















Figure 2.13: Penrose diagram of dS
As always, a Penrose diagram will facilitate understanding the the causal properties of de
Sitter space. Once we’ve written our metric in a conformal form like (2.12), the Penrose
diagram is pretty easy to construct  just throw away the conformal factor.
One sees from (2.12) that dS is conformal to a cylinder. Neglecting the overall con-
formal factor and projecting out all the angular variables except the rst one, ω1, leaves
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behind a 2-cylinder (0,pi)×S1 (since flη ∈ (0,pi)). One may unwrap the cylinder and draw
the Penrose diagram on the ( flη ,ω1)-plane. By convention we only include the half range
ω1 ∈ (0,pi), giving us a square (as shown in g. 2.13). On the ( flη ,ω1)-plane, lines with
gradient ±1 are null, since ds2 = 0⇔ d flη/dω =±1. There are space-like future and past

























Figure 2.14: Causal structure of dS.
For any given observer, O , dS can be broken up into four quadrants  a quadrant that
O may both observe and inuence; a quadrant that may be observed but not inuenced; a
quadrant that may be inuenced but not observed and nally a quadrant that is completely
causally separated from O . The quadrants are dened by light-cones emanating from an
observer’s past and future innities. The causal structure is illustrated in g. 2.14.
Drawing various coordinate system on the Penrose diagram is a convenient way of see










































































Figure 2.15: Regions of dS covered by various coordinate systems. Going clockwise from
the top left corner we have: global coordinates covering the whole space; static coordinates
covering the region accessible to an observer; hyperbolic coordinates covering the forward
light-cone and past light-cone of an observer; and inationary coordinates covering the
patch within an observers future event horizon.
2.6 Identications of dS
By identifying points in dS under a discrete subgroup of SO(1,d) one gets a space which
locally looks like dS but has a different topology.
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A simple and interesting choice is elliptic de Sitter space which is the Z2 identication
dS/A, where A consists of the identity and the antipodal transformation X A →−XA. De
Sitter originally considered elliptic de Sitter space to be more natural than dS. Recall from
section 2.5 that there is a whole quadrant of dS inaccessible to an observer  as far as the
observer is concerned it may as well not exist. In fact, it takes a meta-observer outside the
space-time or not constrained by the speed of light to fully appreciate dS. This is where
dS/A comes in  the inaccessible quadrant is precisely the region completely accessible to
an antipodal observer, so identifying anti-podal points, gets rid of the problem.
Anti−podal map
time orientation indeterminate
Figure 2.16: Illustration of the time-like non-orientability of Elliptic de Sitter space. There
is no consistent way to assign a global time orientation.
Unfortunately elliptic de Sitter space is not time-orientable. To see why consider a time-
like vector on the equator of the covering space dS as shown in g. 2.16. Let us assign a
forward time orientation to at the point on the equator. Since the anti-podal map reverses
time, the equivalent anti-podal vector has opposite time-orientation. Propagating the vector
and its image around the equator we reach the half-way point were the time orientation is
indeterminate  it could be going either way  hence we can’t assign a global time direction
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to dS/A. The Penrose diagram for elliptic de Sitter is a Möbius strip (see g 2.17).
Figure 2.17: From left to right we have Penrose diagrams for dS and dS/A. Antipodal
identication converts a cylinder into a Möbius strip.
Calabi and Markus who studied identications of dS [29], found that when all points
are joined by geodesics the space is not time-orientable and visa versa.
2.6.1 Causality and time-orientability in Elliptic de Sitter space
It is entertaining to consider what physics might be like in a non time-orientable space like
elliptic de Sitter space. As a starting point for a gedanken experiment, it seems reasonable
to require that, even if we can not assign a global direction to the arrow of time, observers
can assign a local direction to the arrow of time. In other words, at least over some local
space-time region, we assume an observer would perceive time going forward, entropy
increasing, the rich getting richer, the poor getting poorer, etc.  just like one observes in






















Figure 2.18: Unfolded Penrose diagram of Elliptic de Sitter space. The diagram covers the
space twice. I ? denotes the futurepast spatial innity. Arrows on observers’ worldlines
denote their local arrow of time . ¨ sends out signal 1, received by , at points B and C,
and signal 2, received by , at points A and D.
Consider two observers (see g. 2.18) separated by some space-like distance. Label
them¨(ET) and ,(SETI). Suppose, that¨ sends out two signals (1 and 2). , receives
the signals in the order (2,1,1,2) at space-time points A, B, C and D respectively. If
¨ had sent out a movie, , would initially receive it played backwards and then get it
played forwards. It appears to , that, at some stage,¨ ’s arrow of time ips.
Although the rst set of signals that , receives come from the left, , will measure
them as coming from the right. To see this, imagine each signal as a series of spherical
electro-magnetic waves emanating from¨. Since from ,’s perspective the time ordering
of the wave fronts is reversed, , measures a spherical wave collapsing towards¨.
Imagine that, at space-time point B, ,, being incredibly curious, decides to go inves-
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tigate the destination of these collapsing spherical waves. Traveling less than the speed of
light, , could reach ¨ in a nite proper time. Upon reaching ¨, , and ¨ would
perceive each other as travelling backwards in time. From¨’s perspective no signal has
been sent yet, while from ,’s perspective the spherical wave has already collapsed. By
talking backwards , could ask¨ to send a signal to ,’s past. Perhaps, driven insane by
years of space travel, , could decide to kill¨, preventing¨ from sending any signals
in the rst place. In either case , could violate causality.
So, although there are no closed time-like curves in elliptic de Sitter space, assigning a
local direction to the arrow of time leads to causality violations. This is because at some
stage, spatially separated observers in elliptic de Sitter space may experience the arrow of
time to be facing in opposite directions.
Chapter 3
Quantum Field Theory in Curved
Space-Time
3.0.2 Introduction
Without knowing how to quantise gravity, one can schizophrenically adopt a semi-classical
approach, treating other elds quantum mechanically but letting them live on a classical
curved background. This chimeral melding is analogous to how one might semi-classically
treat atomic transitions on a classical electromagnetic background without knowing quan-
tum electrodynamics. Since any eld will have a gravitational effect, this approximation
will only be valid when the quantum elds are weak enough to not signicantly modify the
metric and we are nowhere near the Planck scale.
Since the semi-classical approach roughly corresponds to coupling our eld to some
complicated potential, one might think that, although technically difcult, things should
not be too conceptually different from at space. However in a curved space time it is not
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always clear which state we should choose as the vacuum  a choice which might make
sense in one local inertial reference frame may look unreasonable in another, leading to
observers disagreeing about what the vacuum should be. Equivalently it is not always clear
that the concept of particles has global meaning on a curved background. [97]
In this chapter we consider basic canonical quantisation of a scalar eld in curved space-
time, some of its attendant problems and some more detailed topics which will be useful
later, including the specic case of quantisation on a de Sitter background. The sections on
scalar eld quantisation and dS follow [19] substantially.
3.0.3 Scalar Field Quantization
For a scalar eld in curved space the Klein-Gordon equation generalises to,
(2−m2)φ = 0, (3.1)
where 2· is the d’Alembertian,
1√−g∂µ
(√−g∂ µ ·)
In general we can also add a term coupling to the Ricci scalar, ξ Rφ , giving
(2−m2−ξ R)φ = 0. (3.2)
Canonically quantisation follows a procedure familiar from at space:
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v solve the Klein-Gordon equation










denotes an sum (integral with appropriate measure) over discrete (continu-
ous) modes
v impose canonical commutation relations
[an,a†m] = δnm (3.4)
where δ denotes the Kronendecker delta symbol (Dirac delta symbol with appropri-
ate weighting)
For a particular set of modes, the vacuum will be dened by
an|Ωa〉= 0. (3.5)
While the rst step may involve technically difculties, it does not present a concep-
tual problem. However, an ambiguity arises at the next step. Mathematically speaking,
there are many possible ways to expand φ in terms of mode functions but different sets of
modes could correspond to physically different vacuum states. This is because the different
choices will in result in different annihilation operators which in turn , as we see from (3.5),
result in different denitions for the vacuum state which may give us physically different
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states. It is not a priori obvious which to choose.
While the choice of vacuum state may be suggested by a particular physical problem
this is not always the case. Since we know how to do things in at-space one could try to
go to a local inertial reference frame.1 Then we can use the state which locally looks like
the Minkowskian vacuum (|ΩM〉) to dene the vacuum. Unfortunately, since, in general,
there are no global inertial frames, the state two observers choose may be different. This
means that, what looks like the vacuum at one space-time point may look like an excited
state at another point.
In certain special cases, one may try use other criteria to pick out a vacuum state. In
particular, if the space under consideration has special symmetries, one would expect that
imposing these symmetries may x the vacuum  just as PoincarØ invariance xes |ΩM〉.
dS, like at space, is maximally symmetric, but surprisingly dS invariance does not x
the vacuum  rather one obtains a one complex-parameter family of dS invariant vacua.
Another criterion one might use is to require that the Green functions have a Hadamard
form.
In any case, suppose we pick a particular set of modes, then, after going through our 3
step program, we will end up with a particular choice for the vacuum.
It will be useful to dene an inner product on solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.





φ1∂µφ ∗2 −φ ∗2 ∂µφ1
)
dΣµ dΣµ = nµ
√−gΣd(D−1)Σ (3.6)
1It may not even be possible to consider a local inertial frame given the approximation of a fixed back-
ground – we must be sure that the energy required to probe short distance doesn’t affect the metric.
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where Σ is a space-like Cauchy hyper-surface, gΣ is the induced metric on Σ and nµ is a for-
ward pointing, time-like unit vector [19]. The Klein-Gordon inner product is sesquilinear
and symmetric under complex conjugation. The symmetry of (3.6) is easily checked
(φ1,φ2)∗ =−(φ ∗1 ,φ ∗2 ) = (φ2,φ1) (3.7)
The mode functions should be complete and chosen to be orthonormal with respect to the
product (3.6):
(φm(x),φn(x)) = δnm (φ ∗m(x),φ ∗n (x)) =−δnm (φ ∗m(x),φn(x)) = 0 (3.8)
As already mentioned, from a purely mathematical perspective the choice (3.5) is not








[bn,b†m] = δnm. (3.9)
with the vacuum state
bn|Ωb〉= 0. (3.10)
Often one would like to investigate the relationship between various states  the classical
example being adiabatic evolution of a system. Using the completeness of {ψn} we may
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(αnmψm +βnmψ∗m) . (3.11)
The expansion coefcients, (αmn) and (βmn) are called Bogolubov coefcients. They may
be found using orthonormality with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product as follows
αnm = (φn,ψm)
βnm = −(φn,ψ∗m) (3.12)













Orthonormality imposes the following constraints on the Bogolubov coefcients:







(φn,φ ∗m) = 0 : ∑
∫
k (αnkβmk−βnkαmk) = 0
(3.14)
The Klein-Gordon inner product is also useful for nding the relationship between







(φ ,−φ ∗n )
 = ∑∫m


































BnmAkm = diag(δnk,δnk). (3.16)
The Bogolubov coefcients relate the number of particles in a particular mode of one state
































To establish notation and nomenclature we dene various Green’s functions. The Wight-
man function is dened as
G(x,y) = 〈Ω|φ(x)φ(y)|Ω〉. (3.19)
Since φ satises (3.1) (or (3.2)), G will as well, conrming that it is indeed a Green’s
function for the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation. The symmetric Green’s function,
which can be written in terms of Wightman functions, is dened as
GS(x,y) = 〈Ω|φ(x)φ(y)+φ(y)φ(x)|Ω〉= G(x,y)+G(y,x) (3.20)
The Feynman propagator, dened as a time ordered expectation value, is given by
iGF(x,y) = 〈Ω|T (φ(x)φ(y)) |Ω〉
= θxyG(x,y)+ x↔ y
θxy =

1 x0 > y0
0 x0 < y0
. (3.21)
Since 2θ ∼ δ , GF satises the inhomogeneous Klein Gordon equation.
Depending on the vacuum, we may get different Green’s functions. For example, we
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get different mode sums for the Wightman functions
Ga(x,y) = 〈Ωa|φ(x)φ(y)|Ωa〉




= ∑n ψn(x)ψ∗n (y)
. (3.23)
3.0.5 Quantum field theory in de Sitter space
Having discussed the general formalism we can consider a scalar eld on dS. We will nd
the Euclidean of Bunch-Davies vacuum state. Since they will be relevant later, we shall use
conformal planar coordinates (4.2). This case is mathematically simpler than most since we
have at spacial sections (although one should remember that these coordinates only cover
half of dS). We will follow the procedure discussed in 3.0.3 albeit with some of the gory
details lled in (except for simplicity we set the Hubble constant to one  H = r−1 = 1).
Finally, we will show how to obtain the family of de Sitter invariant states  the α-vacua.














χk = 0 (3.25)
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with





Note that M2 is not necessarily positive. Also since R (see 2.1) is constant in dS, M is a





pi η H(2)ν (k η)≡ χEk( η) (3.27)
together with its complex conjugate. H (2)ν (x) is a Hankel function of the second kind and
ν = 94 − m
2
H2 − 12ζ = 14 −M2. The appearance of the at space mode function, ei
~k·~x
, is no
coincidence since, as previously mentioned, we have chosen a coordinate system with at
spacial sections.
It may be checked that we have found a complete set of orthonormal functions satisfying
(3.1). Given this set, the next step is to dene a Fock space by expanding in the our eld in




φk( η)ak +φ ∗k ( η)a
†
−k (3.28)
and imposing canonical commutation, (3.4). We may also dene a Fock vacuum state
by taking the eld operator and demanding ak|Ω〉 = 0. The symmetric Green’s function










Performing the mode sum [26] one nds that the symmetric Green’s function is a (2,1)-
hypergeometric function 















and Z = X ·Y is the dS invariant dened in the previous chapter 2.31.
We see that (3.30) is invariant under the SO(1,d) symmetries of dS. The dS invariant
vacuum state which gives us this Green’s function is called the Bunch-Davies or Euclidean
vacuum  hence the superscript E in (3.30). As is the case for the Minkowskian Green’s
function, (3.30) is singular when the points x and y are null related (ie. when Z = 1).
As noted in [6,78] and as we shall see in the next section this is not the only dS invariant
Fock space vacuum state one can obtain.
A family of de Sitter invariant vacua
Since performing mode sums can be quite technical it may be easier to obtain the Green’s
functions directly by noting that they satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation themselves. In
order to obtain dS invariant answers one can recast the equations of motion in terms of the
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G(Z) = 0. (3.32)





which has the property that it is singular when the antipodal point of x is null related to
y (ie. when Z = −1). The most general dS invariant solution is a linear combination of
(3.30,3.33). Working backwards one can nd the Bogolubov transformation which relates
the mode functions of a general alpha state to the Euclidean one (see 5.1). The possible
linear combinations give us a one (complex) parameter family of vacua. Since α has been
used to parameterise the states, they have been dubbed α-vacua. We will discuss them in
much more detail later.
Chapter 4
Alpha-vacua and transplankian physics
4.1 Introduction
Ination magnies quantum uctuations at fundamental length scales to astrophysical scales,
where their imprint is left on the formation of structure in the universe. In conventional slow
roll ination, the universe undergoes an expansion of at least 1026 during the inationary
phase. With such a huge expansion factor, modes which give rise to observable structures
apparently started out with wavelengths much smaller than the Planck length. This is the
so-called trans-planckian problem in ination [22, 23, 76, 77, 90] .
In the past year, there has been much debate about whether potential modications to
physics above the Planck scale could actually be observed [42,44,24,21,74,34,43,33,68,79,
71,91] . By considering the local effective action at the Hubble scale H (which we will take
to be 1013−1014 GeV), [68] has argued that trans-planckian corrections to the spectrum of
cosmic microwave background perturbations could at best be of order (H/Mpl)2 which is
typically far too small to be observed in conventional inationary models. However others
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[42, 44, 24, 21, 74, 34, 43, 33] have obtained a correction of order H/Mpl by considering a
variety of methods for modeling trans-planckian effects. Such a correction is potentially
observable in the not too distant future.
In this chapter, based on [54], we represent the effect of trans-planckian physics simply
by allowing for nontrivial initial vacuum states for the inaton eld, which we treat as a free
scalar eld moving in a de Sitter background. The most natural vacuum states to consider
are the de Sitter invariant vacuum states constructed by Allen and Mottola [6, 78]. The
vacuum states are known as α-vacua. We nd these all lead to innite energy production
at the end of ination, with the exception of the Bunch-Davies (Euclidean) vacuum state.
We go on to consider non-de Sitter invariant vacuum states constructed by placing
modes with comoving wavenumber k > Mca(η f ) in the Bunch-Davies vacuum, where
a(η f ) is the expansion factor at the end of ination. Modes with k < Mca(η f ) are placed in
a non-trivial α vacuum. These states have a particularly simple evolution in de Sitter space
 the length scale at which the patching occurs simply expands as the scale factor grows.
Many more complicated initial states asymptote to such states as the universe expands.
For Mc of order Mpl it is possible to nd initial states that do not overproduce hard
particles, and produce corrections to the cosmic microwave background spectrum at order
H/Mc in agreement with [44]. For H ¿ Mc ¿ Mpl there are initial states that produce
corrections to the spectrum at order 1.
In [34,33] an initial state was constructed by placing modes in their locally Minkowskian
vacuum states as the proper wavenumber passed through the scale of new physics Mc. This
turns out to be a special case of the class of initial states we consider. To avoid large back-
reaction problems in this case, we show the condition Mc ¿Mpl must hold. This condition
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is rather easy to satisfy. Our more general initial states may be viewed in a similar way as
an initial state that puts modes in a k-independent Bogoliubov transformation of the locally
Minkowskian vacuum as proper wavenumber passes through the scale Mc.
4.2 General setup
We will conduct our analysis using linearized perturbation theory in a de Sitter (dS) back-
ground. Planar coordinates covering half of dS, with at spacial sections, result in the
metric
ds2 =−dt2 + e2Htd~x2 = dt2 +a2(t)d~x2 (4.1)








′/a(t ′) =−exp(−Ht)/H. So t →−∞ and η →−∞, and t →∞ as η → 0.




φ = 0 (4.3)
for a scalar eld with mass m and non-minimal coupling to R given by ζ . In momentum















χk = 0 (4.5)
with










piη H2ν (kη)≡ χEk(η) (4.7)
together with its complex conjugate, where ν = 94 − m
2
H2 −12ζ = 14 −M2.
Such a complete set of orthonormal modes may be used to dene a Fock vacuum state
by taking the eld operator
χ = ∑
k
χk(η)ak + χ∗k (η)a
†
−k (4.8)
and demanding ak|0〉 = 0. As shown by Allen [6] and Mottola [78], the general family of
de Sitter invariant vacuum states can be dened using the modes
χk = coshα χEk(η)+ eiδ sinhα χ∗Ek(η) (4.9)
with α ∈ [0,∞) and δ ∈ (−pi,pi). α = 0 is the Bunch-Davies vacuum (a.k.a. Euclidean
vacuum).
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As discussed in [6] this case gives rise to difculties in canonical quantization, and there
is no de Sitter invariant Fock vacuum. Nevertheless, we will use this simple example in
the following with the understanding a small mass term could be added to eliminate this
problem, and the expressions we derive will not be substantially changed.
We will need to extract two physical quantities from the expression (4.9). The rst is
the number of particles produced in the mode k dened with respect to the α = 0 vacuum.
This is simply equal to
nk = sinh2 α (4.11)
This will be a good approximation to the number of particles produced at the end of in-
ation, when a transition is made to a much more slowly expanding universe, provided
the wavelength of the modes in question are much smaller than the Hubble radius. This
follows simply from the fact that at high wavenumber, the wave equation for χk reduces to
that of at space, so we can approximate the nal geometry by Minkowski space. We wish
to count particles with respect to the Lorentz invariant vacuum state, which corresponds to
the α = 0 vacuum in this regime.
The second physical quantity of interest is the contribution of this mode to the spectrum
of CMBR perturbations. We compute this by examining |φk(η)|2 in the distant future
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|coshα− eiδ sinhα|2 (4.12)
4.3 Initial state effects
We begin by reviewing what happens for the usual Bunch-Davies vacuum, α = 0. Clearly
the particle production at high frequencies (4.11) vanishes. Fluctuations in the scalar eld
modes mean different regions of spacetime expand at slightly different rates, which gives
rise to density perturbations after ination has ended. The amplitude of these perturbations
are frozen in as these modes expand outside the Hubble radius during ination, and become
density perturbations once they reenter the horizon after the end of ination. For α = 0,
Pk = (H/2pi)2 is independent of k and hence scale invariant. When one allows for the
detailed shape of the inaton potential, H becomes effectively k dependent, leading to
small deviations from the scale invariant spectrum of perturbations, which in general are
highly model dependent.
For a nontrivial α 6= 0 vacuum we immediately see a problem. At the end of ination
there will be a large amount of particle production at wavelengths smaller than the Hubble
radius (4.11). Since this production is independent of k [6], this will lead to an innite
energy density, and singular backreaction on the geometry. We conclude then that at wave-
lengths below some scale, the modes must be in a local α = 0 vacuum state.1 Actually, α
1 [51] also concludes that only the Euclidean vacuum smoothly patches onto the Lorentz invariant
Minkowski vacuum, in the context of two-dimensional de Sitter space. They also point out that for all α 6= 0
the vacuum state picks up a nontrivial phase under de Sitter isometries, which cancels in expectation values.
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need not be exactly zero for the high wavenumber modes. We will return to this point at
the end of this section.
Nevertheless, we can still consider initial states that involve modes in an α 6= 0 state,
provided their wavelengths are sufciently large. Perhaps the simplest such initial state is
to place modes at some xed conformal time η0 in the α = 0 state for k > Mca(η f ) where
η f is the conformal time at the end of ination, and Mc is some scale at which physics
changes, and we have in mind taking Mc À H. Modes for k < Mca(η f ) can be placed in
an α 6= 0 state.
In order that the particle production at the end of ination be irrelevant versus the energy
stored in the inaton, we must have




where Mpl is the Planck mass.2 If we saturate this bound, sinhα ∼HMpl/M2c . The correc-
tion to the CMBR spectrum Pk(4.12) will then be of order HMpl/M2c . This is linear in H in
agreement with the estimates of [42, 44, 34] and is potentially observable. Of course, since
we have done the computation in pure de Sitter space, the effect appears as a k-independent
modulation of the α = 0 result, which on its own would require an independent determina-
tion of H to measure directly. However, in ination H is actually slowly changing, which
will translate into k-dependence of H, and hence α . This will show up as k-dependent
corrections to the cosmic microwave background spectrum Pk which are potentially more
2This condition is necessary to avoid large back-reaction on the geometry. It would also be interesting
to consider the limit when this energy is not irrelevant, and to use this particle production as a source for
reheating.
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easily distinguishable from the α = 0 case [42, 43].
To obtain an upper bound on the size of the correction to the CMBR spectrum, we can
imagine taking Mc to be much smaller than Mpl , which is certainly plausible. This allows
α to be of order 1, and still consistent with negligible hard particle production (4.13). This
limit will lead to corrections to the CMBR spectrum (4.12) at order 1.
4.3.1 Transition at proper energy Mc
Now let us consider a more detailed model for the initial state where we assume the initial
condition is xed due to some change in physics at the proper energy scale Mc. Let us
review the computation of [34,33]. The essential idea was to note the α-vacuum satisfying
coshα = ei(γ−β ) 2β−i2β
eiδ sinhα = ei(γ+β ) i2β
(4.14)
with β = Mc/H and γ real, can be interpreted as an initial state which places modes in
their locally Minkowskian vacuum as the proper wavenumber k/a passes through the scale
Mc. This is seen by noting that at time η = −Mc/Hk the eld φk (with χk given by 4.9)
satises pik = −ikφk where pik is the conjugate momentum. Such a relation is satised by
the Lorentz invariant vacuum in Minkowski space. One may also interpret the state at time
η =−Mc/Hk as a minimum uncertainty state [34] .
For sufciently large k, the above prescription does not apply, because the relevant time
η will be after the end of ination. These modes may safely be placed in the Bunch-Davies
vacuum.
This initial state is a special case of the type described above. High frequency particle
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creation at the end of ination gives an energy density of order M4c sinh2 α . Since here
sinhα ∼ H/Mc, we require
M2c H
2 ¿M2plH2 (4.15)
This will hold whenever Mc ¿ Mpl , which is easy to satisfy. This condition was also
obtained in [42] .
Note that the general class of initial states described above may be reinterpreted in the
same way as states arising from a boundary condition placed at a xed proper energy scale.
Rather than imposing the condition that the initial state corresponds to a locally Minkowski
vacuum as the wavenumber k/a passes through Mc, one instead demands the mode be in a
general k-independent Bogoliubov transformation of the locally Minkowski vacuum. This
corresponds to a generic boundary condition at the scale Mc that is independent of time. In
this way, modes are placed in a nontrivial α-vacuum when k/a(η f ) at the end of ination
is below the scale Mc. Higher k modes will remain in the Bunch-Davies vacuum. This is
precisely the type of state we described above.
It is interesting to view this boundary condition in the context of the nice slice argument
of [75] used to dene effective eld theory in a curved background. The conformal time
slicing (4.2) satises the criteria for a nice slicing. This mean we may dene elds with,
for example, a spatial lattice cutoff on proper wavelengths below 1/Mc. As one moves
forward on these time slices, the proper wavelength of a given mode (4.7) expands, so new
modes descend from above the cutoff scale, and we assume these are placed in their ground
state. The main difference with asymptotically at space, is that we now have the option of
placing these modes in one of the nontrivial de Sitter invariant α-vacua. Any other choice
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would lead to continuous creation of particles at the cutoff scale which would cause drastic
back-reaction on the geometry.
Provided interacting quantum eld theory in de Sitter is consistent in a general α vac-
uum, there seems to be no dynamics that prefers one value of α over another. Only when
we patch de Sitter space onto standard cosmology at the end of ination do we generate
observable consequences of the α parameter in the form of extra particle production, and
imprint on the CMBR. In the context of slow roll ination, we should therefore regard the
value of α during ination as a new cosmological observable which encodes information
about trans-planckian physics.
At the end of ination we make a transition from the de Sitter geometry to a standard
cosmological geometry. To describe the UV cutoff in this more general context, we need to
replace the simple α-vacuum suitable for de Sitter, by a boundary condition xed by some
more general dynamical condition such as the locally Minkowskian boundary condition
of [34,33] described above (4.14). The effective value of α will then change as the effective
value of H changes. Note for us H determines the vacuum energy density, and is not related
to the Hubble parameter outside the de Sitter phase. In the limit that the cosmological
constant becomes very small (the effective H decreases by a factor of 10−30 or so to match
with today’s vacuum energy density), we make a smooth transition to a α ∼ 10−30H/Mc
boundary condition at the cutoff scale after the end of ination. If we regard the present
state of the universe as a de Sitter phase with very small cosmological constant, this type
of boundary condition does not lead to continuous particle creation, so is not subject to the
constraints explored in [91].
The value of α during ination may be selected by local physics at Planckian energies,
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but in general α may also be inuenced by the initial state of the universe. This initial state
is not necessarily completely determined by physics at Planckian energies. For example the
initial state may emerge as a special state of very high symmetry as a result of dynamics on
much higher energy scales, which will leave their imprint on the value of α in the de Sitter
phase.
Chapter 5
Interacting quantum field theory and
alpha vacua I
A common problem in formulating quantum eld theory on a curved background is the
ambiguity in the choice of the vacuum. As already mentioned, in de Sitter space there
is a one-parameter family of vacua invariant under the de Sitter group, which have been
dubbed the α vacua [30, 93, 78, 6]. These vacua are perfectly self-consistent in the context
of free theories. It has long been suggested that the only physically sensible vacuum is the
Euclidean (a.k.a. Bunch-Davies) vacuum.
One reason for this choice is that the free propagators in the Euclidean vacuum exhibit
a Hadamard singularity, which matches with what is expected in the at space limit [70,
97]. However the physical motivation for restriction to Hadamard singular propagators is
obscure in the context of interacting quantum eld theory, and certainly nothing appears to
go wrong with the α-vacuum propagators at the free level. In particular, as shown in [6]
the commutator Green function is vanishing at spacelike separations in an α-vacuum and
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in fact is independent of α .
The Green functions in a nontrivial α vacuum exhibit singular correlations between
anti-podal points. Of course since the commutator is compatible with locality this does
not lead to acausal propagation of information. However some authors have suggested that
once interactions are included the α-vacua do not lead to a sensible perturbative expan-
sion of Green functions. Banks et al. [12] have argued non-local counter-terms render the
effective action inconsistent. Einhorn et al. [45] have argued that α vacuum correlation
functions are non-analytic and conclude that they are physically unacceptable. Related ar-
guments are made in Kaloper et al. [67], who argue that because an Unruh detector is not
in thermal equilibrium in an α vacuum, thermalization will lead to decay to a Euclidean
vacuum.
This issue has direct bearing on the theory of ination. The conventional view of ina-
tion places the inaton in the Euclidean vacuum. However, as emphasized in [34, 33, 54]
, the initial conditions for ination may place the inaton in a non-trivial α-vacuum, see
also [85] for earlier work in this direction. This has a potentially large effect on the pre-
dictions for the CMB spectrum, see for example [34, 33, 54, 15] and references therein.
Furthermore, if there is a residual value of α today, there are many interesting predictions
for other observable quantities such as cosmic rays, that we consider in more detail in
chapter 7.
In, this chapter, based on [55], we show in an imaginary time formulation the α-vacua
do indeed have a well-dened perturbative expansion, that yields nite renormalized am-
plitudes in a conventional manner. This goes a long way to refuting some of the objections
raised in [12, 45, 67], see also [35] for discussion of consistency of α-vacua.
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We begin in section 2 by reviewing the free eld results of [30, 93, 78, 6]. In particular,
the α-vacuum may be regarded as a squeezed state created by a unitary operator U acting
on the Euclidean vacuum. This idea will be central to the formalism we develop. This
leads to a generalized Wick’s theorem, which allows us to expand any free α-vacuum
Green function in terms of products of Euclidean vacuum two-point functions. In section
3 we describe the interacting theory in an imaginary time formalism. In particular, in the
interaction picture, we show that the effective Lagrangian becomes non-local when U is
commuted through the elds. We show that UV divergences in amplitudes satisfy a non-
trivial factorization relation which relates the coefcients of local counter-terms to non-
local ones. Once local counter-terms are xed, non-local terms are completely determined,
which implies the theory is renormalizable in the conventional sense. In section 4 we
outline how to continue the imaginary time amplitudes to real time. We carry this through
in detail for the interacting two-point function, and prove a spectral theorem in this case.
One immediate consequence is that even in the interacting theory, the expectation value in
an α-vacuum of the commutator of two elds vanishes at spacelike separations, as required
for causality of local observables. In section 5 we use the Green function to dene a
renormalized stress energy tensor, and we conclude in section 6.
5.1 Free elds
Let us begin by reviewing the construction of the α-vacua [6, 78, 30, 93]. As mentioned
in dS space there is a one complex-parameter family of the dS invariant vacua, dubbed the
alpha vacua, |α〉. One of these, the Euclidean or Bunch-Davies vacuum, |E〉, is dened
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by using mode functions obtained by analytically continuing mode functions regular on
the lower half of the Euclidean sphere. The Euclidean modes can be chosen such that
φ En (x)∗ = φ En ( flx), where flx is the antipode of x, ( flx ≡ −x). See, for example, [78, 20] for
explicit expressions of these mode functions.
The modes of an arbitrary α-vacuum general are related to the Euclidean ones by a
mode number independent Bogoliubov transformation,
φ αn = Nα(φ En + eαφ En
∗
) (5.1)
where Nα ≡ (1− exp(α +α∗))− 12 and we require that Re(α) < 0. The Euclidean vacuum
corresponds to α =−∞.
In terms of creation and annihilation operators
bn = Nα(an− eα∗a†n) (5.2)
where b and a are operators satisfying (3.5) with respect to the α-vacuum and Euclidean
respectively. This transformation can be implemented using a unitary operator







cα ≡ 14 exp(−iIm(α)) log tanh(−Re(α)/2) (5.5)
and we use the standard Taylor expansion of the exponential to dene the ordering. The
vacua are related by
|α〉= Uα |E〉 (5.6)
since
bnU |E〉= U an|E〉= 0 . (5.7)
From this perspective the α-vacuum may be viewed as a squeezed state on top of the usual
Euclidean vacuum.
5.1.1 Generalized Wick’s theorem
The Fock space built on the α vacuum is not unitary equivalent to that of the Euclidean
vacuum in general, because the unitary transformation mixes positive and negative fre-
quencies. However, as far as quantum eld theory in a xed de Sitter background goes,
this unitary transformation leaves the complete set of physical observables invariant. For
our purposes, we take these observables to be nite time Green functions, from which one
may obtain S-matrix elements as described in [36,19]. All this unitary transformation does
is to mix these observables up in a non-local way, as we explain in more detail later in this
section. This is the underlying reason that the interacting α-vacuum theory is consistent.
If we were only considering the φ eld on its own this would be the end of the story.
However if we wish to view φ as the inaton, physics dictates that φ should be locally
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coupled to other elds. Thus we are interested in correlators of the eld φ with respect to
the α vacuum. The conjugated eld U φ(x)U † on the other hand, would yield correlators
in the α-vacuum identical to the usual Euclidean vacuum correlators of φ , but would be
coupled non-locally to other elds.
Since the unitary transformation involves modes of arbitrarily high frequency (up to
some physical cutoff) the systematics of renormalizable perturbation theory will be quite
different from the usual Euclidean vacuum perturbation theory [3, 4, 38, 40, 39, 41]. It will
be our goal in the rest of this paper to elaborate on renormalizable perturbation theory in
the α-vacuum.
The correlators of interest take the form of expectation values of products of elds φ
with respect to the state |α〉, or equivalently as conjugated elds φ ≡U †φU with respect
to |E〉
〈α|φ(x1)φ(x2) . . .φ(xn)|α〉 = 〈E|U †φ(x1)U U †φ(x2)U U † . . .U U †φ(xn)U |E〉
= 〈E| φ(x1) φ(x2) . . . φ(xn)|E〉 .
(5.8)
Now, letting γ = eα (so that |γ|< 1),























where we have dened
φ0(x)≡ φ(x) , φ1(x)≡∑
n
γφ En ( flx)an + γ∗φ En
∗
( flx)a†n (5.10)
If γ is real, then φ(x) is simply a linear combination of φ(x) and φ( flx). For γ complex this
isn’t quite true, but the additional phases are simple to keep track of.
Using these relations we can express any α-vacuum correlator in terms of a sum of Eu-








where GE(x,y) ≡ 〈E|φ(x)φ(y)|E〉 is the Wightman function on the Euclidean vacuum. It





G00(x,y) = N2αGE(x,y) , G10(x,y) = N
2
αγGE( flx,y) ,
G01(x,y) = N2αγ∗GE(x, fly) , G11(x,y) = N2α |γ|2GE( flx, fly)
(5.13)
which we will use later.
The Wightman function diverges when x and y are null separated. As we can see from
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(5.11), for the α-vacua, there are additional divergences when one point is null separated
with the antipode of another. This feature has led many to consider the α-vacua unphysical
[45, 12, 67].
Figure 5.1: Feynman diagram for (5.11). The thick line represents the α-vacuum propaga-
tor Gα(x,y). Thin lines represent Euclidean vacuum propagators with a factor of N2α , and
the other factors are shown explicitly. Grey dots denote points that appear in propagators
as antipodes. We have dened γ = eα .
Any correlation function of the form (5.8) in the free theory can be found in terms of
products of Green’s functions by normal-ordering the creation and annihilation operators,




where we have in mind using (5.11) to expand in terms of the Euclidean vacuum Green’s
functions. Note it is important the ordering of the arguments of the Green’s functions is
inherited from the ordering in the operator expression on the left-hand side. This is because
we are stating the generalized Wick’s theorem in the form of Wightman functions rather
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than the usual form with time-ordered Green’s functions [98]. The expansion of operator
products in free eld theory using Wightman functions actually predates Wick’s theorem
[65]. The theorem may be extended to time-ordered expectation values by replacing the
Wightman functions with time-ordered two-point functions.
To convert some diagram written in terms of the Gα ’s into one in terms of Euclidean
propagators, replace each thick line with a sum of 4 thin ones. To nd the coefcient of
each term just count up the number of grey dots, noting their orientation with respect to the
arrows. This is written more compactly using the two index notation (5.12), with an index
i = 0,1 appearing at the end of each propagator, and all indices summed over.
5.2 Interacting elds
So far all we have said is valid regardless of whether we work on de Sitter space, or its Eu-
clidean continuation, the four-sphere. Once we introduce interactions, however, the choice
of Lorentzian versus Euclidean signature has a major impact on the formalism used to setup
the perturbative expansion. This is familiar from nite temperature eld theory where one
has an imaginary time formalism [2,69] or alternatively one can use a formulation in terms
of real time propagators at the price of doubling the number of elds [94, 73].
Describing interacting elds in curved spacetime with event horizons using Lorentzian
signature formalism is problematic. Inevitably one must deal with propagators on opposite
sides of the horizon, and this leads to ambiguities in the formulation of Feynman rules.
The same problem exists for spacetimes with cosmological horizons, as would arise if one
attempted to quantize a eld in de Sitter space in the static coordinate patch. To avoid
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these issues we formulate interacting eld theory using the imaginary time, or Euclidean
continuation, as advocated in [60]. Eventually we have in mind dening real-time ordered
correlators which may be used to construct in-out S-matrix elements as described in [36,
19].
In the Euclidean vacuum, this problem has been much studied in the literature [3,4,38,
40, 39, 41] and corresponds to doing eld theory on S4. Our strategy will be to use (5.6)
to dene the interacting α-vacuum, and construct physical observables as correlators of
the eld φ which couple locally to physical sources. To evaluate these observables we set
up the perturbation theory on the Euclidean sphere as a non-local eld theory in terms of
φ = U †φ(x)U . We dene these elds as interaction picture elds, and will work with the
standard methods of canonical quantization.
The interacting part of the non-local action for φ is obtained by conjugating the local
bare interaction terms written in terms of the φ elds with the operator U , or more precisely
TτeiS
int
non−local(φ˜) ≡U †TτeiSintlocal(φ)U (5.15)
where Tτ denotes imaginary time ordering. The actions are obtained by integrating the
lagrangian density describing the interactions (which we assume to be polynomial in φ )
over the Euclidean sphere. We note that when (5.9) is substituted into this expression,
the anti-podal components φ1(x) are to be ordered according to x rather than flx, since the
ordering is to be inherited from the right-hand side of (5.15). The determination of any
correlation function of φ ’s in an α-vacuum then reduces to a standard Euclidean vacuum
correlator computation, albeit with some terms involving elds with unconventional time
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ordering. That is, we expand (5.15) perturbatively in the interactions, generating a sum of
correlators of φ with respect to the Euclidean vacuum. These may then be evaluated using
the generalized Wick’s theorem of the previous section.
Working on the Euclidean sphere has the advantage that a wide range of sensible cutoffs
are available. For example one can choose dimensional regularization as in [38,40,39,41],
or simply a mode cutoff corresponding to a cutoff on angular momentum on the 4-sphere.
Pauli-Villars is another option, as is point-splitting (with spherically symmetric averaging
assumed to restore the symmetries), or zeta-function regularization [19, 26, 37]. Little of
what we say in the present work is dependent on a particular choice of cut-off.
Let us comment further on the form of the correlators. The normalized Green functions
in the α-vacuum take the form














In imaginary time we cannot take an asymptotic limit where interactions turn off, which is
important in the usual denition of the S-matrix to obtain the interacting vacuum. Instead
we will simply compute correlators with respect to the free vacuum as in (5.16). As usual
the denominator in (5.16) implies we drop disconnected diagrams when we compute Green
functions. 1 Because we are not taking an LSZ type limit, the relevant Green functions
correspond to unamputated diagrams. We discuss continuation to real-time amplitudes in
the next section.
1By disconnected we mean diagrams not connected to external lines.
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Figure 5.2: Feynman diagram for propagator in λφ 3. The indices ik label end-points of the
propagators Gi j. All indices are to be summed over. Vertex factors carry no ik dependence.
Let us now go through an example to illustrate the renormalization of mass in λφ 3. The
relevant Feynman diagram in position space is shown in (5.2). The vertex Vi jk = 1 for all














where GF is the time-ordered Green function
GF(x,y) = θ(x0− y0)Gα(x,y)+θ(y0− x0)Gα(y,x) , (5.18)
and x0 is the imaginary time coordinate on the sphere. UV divergences arise when w → z
or w→ flz. In these limits the propagator has the form
lim
w→z G
F(w,z) = N2α(1+ |γ|2)
1
(w− z)2 , limw→z¯ G









detgµν(z)dz〈U †φ(x)φ(z)2φ(y)U 〉 (5.20)
where δm2 is the cutoff dependent counter-term. If we adopt a simple point-splitting regu-













(1+ |γ|2)2 +(γ + γ∗)2) logε . (5.21)
We conclude therefore that the counter-term is indeed simply a local mass counter-term
when expressed in terms of φ variables, but appears non-local when written in terms of φ
variables.
It is perhaps worthwhile to highlight the difference between our computation and a sim-
ilar computation of [12]. Reference [12] assumed the basic vertex was local. However in
our formulation of the α-vacuum eld theory, the vertex takes the form U †φ(z)3U which
looks non-local when we expand this out in terms of the elds φ0(z) and φ1(z), since we
can view φ1 as localized at flz. This non-locality is exactly what we need to make sense of
the non-local counter-terms encountered in [12]. When all the diagrams are included the
coefcients of the non-local counter-terms are such that they arise from the local counter-
term 12δm
2φ(x)2, prior to conjugation by the U ’s. This implies the α-vacuum perturbation
theory is rendered nite by the same number of renormalization conditions as the corre-
sponding Euclidean vacuum theory.
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5.3 Real-time correlators and causality
We now discuss how to continue the imaginary time Green functions to real time. In general
this procedure is rather difcult as the analytic continuation is not uniquely dened. One
encounters similar problems in the formulation of Minkowski space quantum eld theory
at nite temperature [50,49,48,59]. There the analytic continuation from imaginary time to
real-time, with the extra condition that propagators be analytic in the lower half frequency
plane, computes retarded Green functions. Retarded and advanced Green functions may be
further combined to give real time-ordered Green functions. This procedure of determining
propagators by analytic continuation can be avoided by working with the real-time thermo-
eld expansion of [94], where the eld content is doubled. In thermo-eld theory, one also
can formulate a non-perturbative path integral denition of the theory using a non-trivial
real-time integration contour. It would be interesting to see if the α-vacuum theory could
be formulated in an analogous way. We will not develop that here, but content ourselves
for the moment with the perturbative description of the theory described in the previous
section. We will use these results to obtain the analytic continuation to real-time of the
general interacting two-point function.
The general two-point function G in the interacting theory is
G(x,y) = 〈Ω|φ(x)φ(y)|Ω〉 (5.22)
and is perturbatively dened by (5.16). We use φ(x) to denote Heisenberg operators in this
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where |χ,n〉 denotes a scalar state with quantum numbers n. We now use de Sitter sym-
metry to translate φ(x) = T φ(0)T−1, where T is a de Sitter translation. |Ω〉 is invariant
under this translation. Usually one would assume T−1|χ,n〉 = φ En (x)|χ〉, but as we have
learnt, invariance under the subgroup of the de Sitter group continuously connected to the
identity, in general only implies T−1|χ,n〉 = Nα(χ)(φ En (x)+ eα(χ)φ E∗n (x))|χ〉, where α is
now a function of the state χ , and φn(x) is the generalization of the modes to a scalar eld











where Gα(m;x,y) is the generalization of (5.13) to a free eld of mass m. In [25] it was
argued mmin = 3/2 for the theory in the Euclidean vacuum. The m > 3/2 scalar representa-
tions of the de Sitter group are known as the principal series, and only these have a smooth
limit to representations of the Poincare group as H → 0 [52]. The 0 < m < 3/2 represen-
tations are known as the complementary series. There do not appear to be any obvious
problems with quantizing elds with 0 < m < 3/2. For example, the conformally coupled
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free scalar (m = √2), is related by a conformal transformation to a massless eld in at
space. Since we are often interested in elds with m < 3/2, we include the complementary
series in our space of allowed states, so take mmin = 0.
The iε prescriptions for the propagators G jk are dened in appendix B, which allows
the G to be continued to a function regular on the Lorentzian section. This prescription is
xed by imposing the boundary condition that each component of the two-point function
Gα(m;x,y) match the free Wightman propagators constructed by Mottola and Allen [78,6].
Appropriate linear combinations of G(x,y) dene the real-time retarded, advanced, and
time-order propagators. We note the complete propagator G is not analytic in the lower half
t plane (see appendix B for notation), but it is built out of terms, each of which separately
enjoys analyticity in the upper or lower half t plane.
Demonstrating causality of the interacting two-point function is now trivial. We simply
apply (5.25) to the commutator of two elds









which vanishes at spacelike separations of x and y. Here we have used the result of [6] that
the commutator in the free theory is independent of α .
To sum up, we have dened a continuation of the general interacting two-point function
from imaginary time to real time, using a spectral theorem and we have shown the real-




Numerous techniques for calculating 〈Tµν〉 in general, and in the Euclidean vacuum of de
Sitter space in particular, are reviewed in [19, 26, 37] and references therein. Since [16]
considered the stress-energy tensor in the α-vacua some time ago, we mainly quote their
results. The stress-energy tensor for a scalar eld is given by
Tµν = φ,µφ,ν − 12gµνφ ,αφ,α +gµνV (φ) (5.27)
where, for simplicity, we have set the Rφ 2 coupling to 0.
In general, we can nd the renormalized expectation value of Tµν for a non-interacting
scalar eld from the symmetric Greens function G(1)xy = 〈{φx,φy}〉, as follows:




∇µ ′∇ν ′′− 12gµν∇γ








where Gre f is a reference two-point function which removes the singularities in G(1). Note
the limit, and Gre f must be chosen to preserve covariance and T µν ;ν = 0.
Consistent with previous work cited above [16] found for a non-interacting Euclidean
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vacuum [26],





















where H is Hubble’s constant, ν =
√
m2/H2−9/4 and µ is some mass renormalization
scale. 〈Tµν〉 for a general α-vacuum, with a non-interacting scalar eld, has been found by
by [16] to be




























The main difference between (5.29) and (5.30) is an extra factor of 1+|γ|21−|γ|2 . The origin of
this constant can be seen from the short distance limit of (5.11) which gives Gα(x,x) ∼
1+|γ|2
1−|γ|2 GE(x,x). The α-dependence of the short distance singularity means that our counter
terms must be α-dependent. The fact that α-dependent counter-terms are required for a
nite 〈Tµν〉 was viewed as problematic in [67]. As we have already emphasized previously
these are precisely the sort of counter-terms we naturally expect. We emphasize both (5.29)
and (5.30) are proportional to gµν which is covariantly constant, implying conservation of
energy.
An important conclusion we draw from (5.30) is that no imaginary part appears in Tµν
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(and hence the action at one-loop order). This indicates the α-vacuum is stable at this order.
We discuss the possibility of higher order instabilities in the conclusions.
Now to calculate the 〈Tµν(x)〉 for the interacting case we need to replace the free Green
function with the interacting one (and add in 〈VI(φ)〉). The spectral representation (5.25)
then yields a straightforward generalization of (5.30).
Chapter 6
Interacting quantum field theory and
alpha vacua II
6.1 Introduction
There has been much recent debate about whether quantum eld theory in de Sitter space
has a unique vacuum invariant under all the continuously connected symmetries of the
space. The resolution of this question is crucial to the understanding of possible trans-
Planckian effects on the predictions of ination [76], and observable effects today such as
ultra high energy cosmic ray production [91, 5]. These questions are all the more pressing
given recent experimental results conrming general predictions of ination for the cos-
mic microwave background [82], and of supernova observations consistent with a positive
cosmological constant today [83].
At the level of free eld theory, de Sitter space has a one-complex parameter family of
vacua, dubbed the α-vacua [30,93,78,6]. It was been argued cutoff versions of these can be
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relevant during ination, where α parameterizes the effects of trans-Planckian physics [42,
44, 43, 34, 33]. Others have argued the α-vacua suffer from inconsistencies [67, 45, 12, 31]
once interactions are included, and that the Bunch-Davies/Euclidean vacuum state is the
unique consistent state.
In this chapter, based on [56], we review existing approaches to this issue, and elaborate
on the connections between them. The most straightforward approach, where one treats the
vacuum state as a squeezed state fails due to the appearance of pinch singularities, which
renders the perturbation theory ill-dened [45]. We emphasize this is not a problem with
the ultra-violet structure of the theory, but rather Feynman integrals become ill-dened
when propagators on internal lines are null separated.
A potentially more promising approach based on an imaginary time formulation [55]
leads to a sensible perturbation theory, and propagators that agree with the imaginary time
continuations of the free propagators of [78, 6]. This perturbative expansion can be contin-
ued to real-time and written in terms of a path integral with a non-local kinetic term, but
local potential and source terms. For the pure scalar eld theory, the algebra of observables
built out of local products of the elds remains local. However once the theory is coupled to
gravity the acausality becomes unavoidable and presumably renders the theory ill-dened,




Having discussed the Wightman functions previously, we now need to discuss more care-
fully time-ordering prescriptions. Following [6] we dene the signed geodesic distance
between points as




ηabXa(x)Xb(y)+ iε , if x to the future of y
ηabXa(x)Xb(y)− iε , if x to the past of y.
With this denition d(x,y) = − d( flx, fly). Not that although only points with Z ≥ −1 are
connected by geodesics, d(x,y) can be dened by analytic continuation for Z <−1.
The Euclidean vacuum Wightman function is given by














This is similar to the previously discussed symmetric Green’s functions 6.3.3. Unless oth-
erwise stated, we consider the case m > 3/2 in this chapter. Some of the properties of this
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function are as follows:
v a pole when points coincide ( Z = 1)
v a branch cut running along Z = (1,∞), where the imaginary part changes sign









Using (3.29) and (6.1), the general α-vacuum Wightman function is then explicitly con-
structed. Note the general α-vacuum Wightman function has poles both at Z = 1 and
Z =−1.
There are a number of options for dening real-time ordering of the two-point functions
described above. Conventional denitions [6] correspond to
iGEF(x,y) = θ(x0− y0)GE(x,y)+θ(y0− x0)GE(y,x) (6.2)
and
iGαF (x,y) = θ(x0− y0)Gα(x,y)+θ(y0− x0)Gα(y,x) . (6.3)
with x0 a global real-time coordinate. These Green functions satisfy the inhomogeneous
Klein-Gordon equation
(¤−m2)GF(x,y) =−δ
4(x− y)√−g(x) , g(x) = detgµν(x)
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with gµν the spacetime metric. Note δ (x− fly) does not appear. The propagator (6.2) can be
written as




where Z′ is dened with the new iε prescription
Z′(x,y) = H2ηabXa(x)Xb(y)+ iε.
However, as discussed in [46] another natural time-ordering in the α-vacuum is ob-
tained by ordering the respective terms of (5.9) according to the arguments of the mode
functions, x and flx (when α is real)


















Note these Green functions do not satisfy the asymptotic boundary condition (5.7) in
the innite past or future. So contrary to [46] (6.5), do not satisfy the correct boundary
conditions for the description of a squeezed state. These propagators satisfy the non-local




) δ 4(x− y)√
−g(x) +2e




so are to be interpreted as corresponding to source boundary conditions on a linear combi-
nation of podal (y) and anti-podal points ( fly).
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Another natural time ordering is


































which is obtained by time ordering the arguments of the propagators appearing in (3.29).
This agrees with the propagator of [46] when α is real, and generalizes it when α is com-
plex. As we will see, these propagators appear on internal lines, when one analytically
continues from the imaginary time formulation of [55] to real-time. This propagator satis-
es the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
(¤−m2) GαF (x,y) =−N2α
((
1+ |eα |2
) δ 4(x− y)√−g(x) +
(
eα + eα
∗) δ 4(x− fly)√−g(x)
)
.
This Feynman propagator can be written in terms of hypergeometric functions using (6.4).
6.3 Interacting Theory
6.3.1 Squeezed state approach
The most direct approach to setting up the real-time perturbation theory is to dene Green
functions using the interaction picture representation
G(x1, · · · ,xn) = 〈E|U† T
(




where Sint is the interacting part of the action, and T denotes time-ordering with respect
to global time. One can view U |E〉 as a squeezed state dened in the innite asymptotic
past/future of de Sitter and these Green functions may then be used to extract an S-matrix.
This expression may be expanded in powers of the interaction by conventional means,
and the end result involves Feynman propagators ordered with respect to the global time
coordinate (6.3).
As emphasized in [45], pinch singularities arise in these expressions which render the
integrals ill-dened. This may be seen in the following example of a diagram that occurs
with a λφ 4 interaction. The lower loop gives rise to the factor









√−gGEF(x,y)GEF( flx, fly) .
Writing this in terms of hypergeometric functions (6.1), we see the iε prescriptions differ
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in the two propagators. The contribution coming from the region of integration where x is










where Z is integrated along the real axis. As ε → 0 the poles pinch the integration contour
and the integral diverges. We emphasize this divergence has nothing to do with the ultravio-
let structure of the theory, so cannot be regulated with local (or even bi-local) counter-terms.
This divergence implies that perturbation theory does not make sense as it stands. It
is conceivable that some resummation of perturbation theory does make sense, but we
lack methods to address this kind of approach in a completely systematic way. We note
this type of resummation is attempted in non-equilibrium statistical eld theory where one
similarly encounters pinch singularities [8, 7]. This resummation can lead to a shifting in
the poles of the propagator, so that the iε in (6.10) is replaced by an iΓ where Γ is a decay
rate, proportional to some power of the interactions. It is then clear from (6.10) that the
resummed theory will be difcult to handle due to the appear of inverse powers of the
coupling.
6.3.2 Imaginary-time approach
Since the direct approach to treating the α-vacua as squeezed states in de Sitter space is a
nonstarter, one can try to appeal to an imaginary time formulation [55]. This provides us
with a straightforward way to deal with spacetimes with event horizons, since for imagi-
nary time the event horizon shrinks to a point. In the black hole case, eld theory on the
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imaginary time continuation (also called the Euclidean section) of a black hole background
leads to a density matrix description from the real time point of view. One might have
hoped a similar novel interpretation of the α-vacua emerges in the real-time point of view,
due to the cosmological horizon of de Sitter space.
To discuss the continuation from real time to imaginary time we use global coordinates
ds2 =−dflt2 +(cosh flt)2 dΩ23
so t → iτ takes us to imaginary time. Here we have chosen units where H = 1. The
imaginary time continuation of de Sitter is the four-sphere. The imaginary time approach
of [55] proceeds by using the transformation (5.9) to express α-vacuum Green functions as
linear combinations of Euclidean vacuum Green functions
G(x1, · · · ,xn) = 〈E|U†φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiSint(φ)U |E〉= 〈E|φ˜(x1) · · · φ˜(xn)eiSint(φ˜)|E〉 . (6.11)
This is to be understood as an interaction picture expression. An important point is that on
the Euclidean section, the free propagators Gα(x,y) are symmetric functions of their argu-
ments because points are spacelike separated. The ordering of operators in this expression
is therefore irrelevant. As described in [55] the ultraviolet divergences that appear in this
approach can be canceled by w Sitter invariant local counter-terms. This approach yields
free two-point functions that match those of Mottola and Allen on the Euclidean section,
and it is in this sense the approach is a generalization of the α-vacuum to the interacting
case. However the real-time physics of this approach is so far mysterious, and we wish to
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explore this question in the following.
6.3.3 Continuation to real time
Let us examine what happens when we continue integrals of products of Gα(x,y) on the
sphere to integrals over de Sitter space. We are free to expand (6.11) as in (3.29) and
order the arguments in any way convenient for analytically continuing to real-time. Let
us rst focus on the case of the Euclidean vacuum eα = 0. We begin with the imaginary
time contour as shown in gure 6.3.3 running from −ipi to ipi . This may be continued to
the contour shown in gure 6.3.3. The horizontal component (with a small positive slope)
running from −∞ to ∞ through points x1 to x4 gives rise to the expected real-time contour.
The corresponding iε prescription is t → t + iε sgn t which gives a Feynman propagator
connecting internal lines (6.4). The vertical components of the contour are closely anal-
ogous to those that appear in the real-time formulation of nite temperature eld theory
in at space [73, 80]. There the vertical components of the contour typically factorize for
Green functions evaluated at nite values of the time. However this factorization is quite
subtle [47] even for at space, so we will not assume it here in general.
The other horizontal components to the time-contour correspond to the fact that one is
not computing a transition amplitude, but rather the expectation value of some time-ordered
string of eld operators with respect to a density matrix specied at some specic time t0
(where t0 = 0 in gure 6.3.3)
G(x1, · · · ,xn) = Trρ(t0)T (φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)) . (6.12)
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The additional time contour represents the time-evolution back to the initial time, as is easy
to see when (6.12) is written in Schroedinger picture. The density matrix formalism is
discussed in the general context of Friedman-Robertson-Walker backgrounds in [84]. In
this work a deformation of the contour shown in gure 6.3.3 is used that only contains two
horizontal real-time components (and a single vertical component).
In [31] the same two-component time-contour is used (neglecting the vertical compo-
nents of the contour), which can be re-expressed in terms of a two-component eld for-
malism. However they use a time-ordering prescription analogous to (6.3), which as we
will see is not obtained via analytic continuation of the imaginary time approach. Their
main claim was that there exist ultra-violet divergences that cannot be canceled with de
Sitter invariant counter-terms. They approximated the α-vacuum by starting with the free
eld theory state, and then turned on interactions at a nite time. Given that their boundary
conditions did not respect de Sitter invariance, the appearance of de Sitter non-invariant
counter-terms should not be too surprising. Such features cannot arise in a manifestly de
Sitter invariant formulation, so are more properly regarded as renormalization effects asso-
ciated with the symmetry breaking initial state.
It is natural to conjecture that in-out transition amplitudes relating the vacuum in the
innite past to vacuum in the innite future, may be computed by including only the hori-
zontal component of the contour running along the real time axis (with small positive slope)
as shown in gure 6.3.3. This allows us to express the real-time physics using a single com-
ponent eld. This ts nicely with the expectation that pure states do not evolve into mixed
states in a xed de Sitter background, since the spacetime is globally hyperbolic 1.














Figure 6.2: Imaginary time contour.












Figure 6.3: Real-time contour. The horizontal components of contours are to be understood
to run off to t =±∞.
Now let us examine what happens when eα 6= 0. Again we start with the imaginary time
contour, with a product of imaginary time propagators (3.29). These may be decomposed
into Euclidean vacuum correlators as in the second line of (3.29). To continue to real-
time, we continue to the contour shown in gure 6.3.3. The real-time continuation of the
imaginary time formalism [55] therefore yields a set of amplitudes of the form (6.12), with
φ ’s replaced by φ ’s.
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If we wish to compute only in-out matrix elements, then we retain only the horizon-
tal contour running along the real axis, and we nd podal and anti-podal points are to be
ordered according to their global time t [46]. Thus the propagators (6.7) will appear on
internal lines in the general α-vacuum expression for real-time ordered Green functions.
Because all singularities appearing in the propagator have the same iε prescription, the
resulting integrals are integrals of analytic functions, and no pinch singularities arise. Like-
wise, no pinch singularities will arise if we use the full contour to compute the continuation
of the amplitudes of [55] , though one must then use a multi-component eld formalism
analogous to [84] to directly perform the real-time computations.
One might wonder whether the single horizontal component plus the vertical compo-
nents of the contour might lead one back to the in-out amplitudes of the squeezed state
approach. This cannot be the case, because the vertical components will not generate pinch
singularities, nor will the vertical components change the boundary conditions on the free
propagators from (6.3) to (6.7).
6.3.4 Path Integral Formulation
The real-time continuation of the imaginary time formalism just described yields a set of
nite renormalized in-out amplitudes of the form
G(x1, · · · ,xn)= 〈E|T
(








where the time-ordering prescription is as in (6.7). Note that by denition local sources
couple to the φ [55], which is a linear combination of the eld at podal and anti-podal
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points as in (5.9). We will work under the hypothesis that the set of amplitudes (6.13)
dene a consistent set of probability amplitudes. For example, these could be used to
approximate transition amplitudes corresponding to observations of a comoving observer.
The general set of local observables should correspond to Wightman functions of the φ .
The time-ordered correlators (6.13) can be generated from the following path integral
Z =
∫
D φeiS[φ˜ ] φ(x1) · · · φ(xn)













−g(x)(V ( φ)+ j(x) φ(x))
(6.14)


















(1− e2α)(1− e2α∗) .




−g(z)K(x,z) GαF (z,y) =−
δ 4(x− y)√
−g(x) .
It is possible to make a eld redenition to write the kinetic term in local form, but then the
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potential term becomes non-local. It is also worth noting that the amplitudes (6.13) cannot
be interpreted simply as amplitudes in a squeezed state background, contrary to [46]. This
would require the U operators to be commuted past the time-ordering symbol, so that one
could dene an asymptotic state U |E〉 in the innite past. However this step cannot be
made due to the non-locality of the theory, as one can easily check using the explicit mode
expansions of the amplitudes. Summing up, this approach differs from the squeezed state
approach described in section 6.3.1, due to the different time-ordering prescription, which
in turn leads to a different non-local kinetic term.
6.3.5 Algebra of observables
Local sources couple directly to φ and likewise interactions are local (6.14) [55]. If we
are interested in the scalar eld theory with possible local scalar couplings of other elds
to φ , then the set of observables will be built out of local products of φ and derivatives.
As shown in [6], the commutator algebra of the φ is actually independent of α , and so
vanishes at spacelike separations. The same will therefore be true of local products of the
φ . Apparently then the pure scalar eld theory can give rise to a self-consistent set of
probability amplitudes in this approach, which does not allow faster than light signaling.
This provides us with a posteriori justication for taking the single-component real-time
contour leading to (6.13).
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However gravity couples locally to the stress-energy tensor
Tµν(x) =
2√−g(x) δS[ φ ]δgµν(x)
= a
(













φ;µ(x) φ;ν( flx)+ 12 φ;µ( flx) φ;ν(x)
−12gµν(x)gρσ (x) φ;ρ(x) φ;σ ( flx)+ 12gµν(x)m2 φ(x) φ( flx)
)
which is non-local in the φ ’s due to the non-local kinetic term (6.15). The commutator of
T µν with a local product of φ can therefore be non-vanishing at spacelike separations.
Therefore once the scalar eld is coupled to gravity, the locality of the observables is
spoiled and faster than light signaling becomes possible. This should be taken as a sign
that the theory is non-perturbatively ill-dened once coupled to gravity. Once faster than
light signaling is possible, it should be possible to consider processes analogous to closed
timelike curves, which typically lead to uncontrollable quantum backreaction [62]. We
emphasize this is not acausality at Planck scale separations, but macroscopic acausality
induced by propagation of the massless graviton. Even if these terms appear with tiny co-
efcients (as they would based on the arguments of [54, 5]), there is no known theoretical
framework for handling such processes.
One could try to x this problem by placing the graviton itself in an α-state, by instead
demanding a linear combination of gµν(x) and gµν( flx) couple locally to T µν . As with the
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φ eld, the new graviton will then have a non-local kinetic term. This may well work at
the linearized level around a xed de Sitter background, but once we include gravitational
interactions and proceed to write down a diffeomorphism invariant action, one will run into
problems. For the pure scalar eld theory to work it was important that interactions were
local, despite the non-local kinetic term. However, if we start with the non-local gravi-
tational kinetic term and add interactions order by order in Newton’s constant to achieve
diffeomorphism invariance, we will induce non-local gravitational interaction terms. Again
it seems impossible to avoid problems with faster than light signaling.
Furthermore the anti-podal symmetry is a special feature of de Sitter space that will
not generalize in a background independent way. One could try to dene the theory on
the Lorentzian continuation of RP4, making the identication x∼ flx. Here the gravitational
action takes the conventional Einstein-Hilbert form, but it is not clear how to make sense
of physics on such a spacetime. One could take as a fundamental region the inationary
patch
ds2 = 1/ η2
(−d η2 +d~x2) ,
and treat η as the global time coordinate. However, we saw in 2.6 that the spacetime is
not time orientable. As described in [81], this implies global quantization of a free scalar
eld on this spacetime is not possible. In [81] it is argued scalar eld quantization within
a single static patch can be done self-consistently. However without a global quantization
method, one must go well beyond the conventional framework of semi-classical quantum
gravity to make sense of the coupling of such a system to gravity. Furthermore, we saw in
2.6 that it is not clear how to make sense of that spacetime as a cosmological background.
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For the Bunch-Davies vacuum all these problems are avoided, because the kinetic term
is local for eα = 0. We conclude that the Bunch-Davies vacuum is the only de Sitter in-
variant vacuum state that yields a consistent conventional perturbative quantum eld theory
when coupled to gravity.
Chapter 7
Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays and
alpha vacua
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, based on [5], we discuss how the presence of a cut-off α-vacuum at the
present time could produce ultra high energy cosmic rays. Assuming that we are presently
asymptoting to a de Sitter phase, it is argued that the observed ux of cosmic rays bounds
the value of parameterα . Saturating the bound gives a new mechanism for the top-down
production of super-GZK cosmic rays. The scenario is similar to the production of super-
GZK cosmic rays by the decay of galactic halo super-heavy dark matter particles. An initial
study along these lines was made in [91] where the contribution to the cosmic ray spectrum
was considered.
The cosmic ray spectrum has a feature at around 5× 1018eV where the power-law
spectrum attens from E−3.2 to E−2.8 as E increases, which suggests a transition from a
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galactic component of conventional astrophysical origin, to a component of extra-galactic
origin. Some recent reviews of theoretical and experimental prospects for the study of these
ultra high energy cosmic rays may be found in [9,17]. Above about 1020eV, protons rapidly
lose energy due to their interaction with the cosmic microwave background, leading to the
GZK cutoff [58, 99]. A handful of events (~10) above this bound have been observed, and
there is still come controversy over whether or not the cutoff has been observed [95, 64, 1].
Extremely high energy cosmic rays & 1020eV are difcult to explain using conventional
physics because likely sources lie outside the 100 Mpc range of & 1020eV protons. A
wide variety of scenarios have been proposed to account for the super-GZK events, which
break down into two main classes: bottom-up mechanisms where charged particles are
accelerated in large scale magnetic elds, and top-down mechanisms where exotic parti-
cles/topological defects produce extremely high energy cosmic rays via decay.
The α-vacua provide us with a new top-down mechanism for the production of ex-
tremely high energy cosmic rays. As noted in [20], a comoving detector can detect transi-
tions of arbitrarily large energies (which we assume are cutoff near the Planck scale). The
exception is the Bunch-Davies vacuum, where a detector measures a thermal response with
a temperature of order the Hubble scale. These very high energy transitions in a generic
α-vacuum can then account for production of extremely high energy cosmic rays.
Starobinsky and Tkachev [91] argued that if the α-vacua do contribute to the ultra high
energy cosmic ray spectrum at around 1020eV, then the value of α becomes so tightly
constrained that it would not produce observable effects during ination1. In the present
1Starobinsky and Tkachev analyze the situation where the vacuum is a mode number independent Bogoli-
ubov transformation relative to the Bunch-Davies vacuum. Although they did not refer to them as such, these
are the α-vacuum states studied earlier in [30, 93, 78, 6].
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paper, we revisit this question and argue a much weaker constraint on α follows from
cosmic ray observations. Our analysis also has bearing on the general question of what
a low-energy observer will see in an α-vacua. The upshot of our analysis is that because
production of cosmic ray ux necessarily violates de Sitter invariance, the production rate
will be proportional to the background number density of matter, which leads to a much
suppressed production rate versus the estimates of [91]. This rate is calculated in detail in
section 7.2.
From this result we infer bounds on αfrom cosmic ray observations. Assuming these
bounds are saturated, we nd the α-vacua give predictions very similar to extremely high
energy cosmic ray production via decaying super-heavy dark matter in the galactic halo.
This scenario has already been much studied in the literature [72, 18, 14]. We check that
observable signals are out of reach in current neutrino/proton decay detectors. Finally we
argue CPT violation in an α vacuum does not give rise to baryogenesis.
7.2 Comoving Detector in de Sitter Space
In a de Sitter invariant vacuum state, all correlators are invariant under the continuously
connected symmetries of de Sitter space. In particular, this implies that 〈nµ〉 = 0 for all
4-vectors nµ , such as the number ux. Equivalently, the stress energy tensor in the de Sitter
vacuum is proportional to the metric Tµν ∝ gµν . Since the metric is diagonal in comoving
coordinates, this implies the absence of uxes of energy or momentum. However a co-
moving detector nevertheless makes transitions due to its passage through the background
spacetime, via the Unruh effect. We will model the injection spectrum of ultra high energy
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cosmic rays by viewing the universe today as de Sitter with H = H0, the value of the Hub-
ble parameter today. We treat the background density of ordinary Standard model matter
as a small perturbation that explicitly breaks the de Sitter symmetry. Under certain circum-
stances, we can then treat these matter particles as Unruh detectors, which make transitions
to highly excited states via interaction with the nontrivial vacuum state.
The α parameter in principle can depend on the species of eld [55], which introduces
a high degree of model dependence in the predictions. For simplicity let us model the
elds of observable matter by a single scalar eld χ and assume that a different eld φ (for
example, the inaton) is in a nontrivial α-vacuum, with coupling χ 2φ . We assume an order
1 coupling of φ to observable Standard model matter elds. The linear coupling of φ then
allows us to treat the χ particles as an Unruh detectors (see [19] for a review).
As shown in [20] the rate at which an Unruh detector makes transitions is
Γ = N2α
∣∣∣1+ eα+pi∆E/H∣∣∣2 Γ0 (7.1)
where Γ0 is the result in the standard Bunch-Davies vacuum, N2α = 11−eα+α¯ . Γ0 is Boltzmann
suppressed by a e−2pi∆E/H factor, so for large ∆E, Γ is proportional to N2α |eα |2 times a
power of ∆E2. The injection spectrum is dominated by ∆E ∼ Mc the eld theory cutoff
scale, which we have in mind to be of order the GUT scale 1016GeV. When we integrate
over ∆E, dimensional analysis then implies the total transition rate is
Γ≈ N2α |eα |2 Mc. (7.2)
2 Γ∼ N2α
∣∣1+ eα+pi∆E/H ∣∣2 e−2pi∆E/H ∼ N2α ∣∣e−pi∆E/H + eα ∣∣2 ∼ N2α |eα |2
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Here we have assumed eα is not so small that the 1 dominates in the 1+eα+pi∆E/H factor of
(7.1). It is straightforward to generalize this expression to models with different couplings
of α-vacuum species to observable matter, using the general formula (7.1).
7.3 Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray Production
Let us begin by reviewing the α-vacuum scenario, as described in [54]. During ination,
trans-Planckian effects [76] can lead to a de Sitter invariant state that differs from the con-
ventional Bunch-Davies vacuum. If we invoke locally Lorentzian boundary conditions
on modes, as described in [34, 33], one nds
eα ∼ H/Mc. (7.3)
This modies inationary predictions for the cosmic microwave background spectrum [34,
33, 54]. At the end of ination, the value of the cosmological constant changes drastically.
The squeezed state corresponding to the α-vacuum will then generate particles, producing
an energy density of order [54, 91]
ε ∼ N2α |eα |2 M4c . (7.4)
Provided Mc¿MPlanck this particle production does not overclose the universe, and instead
can be thought of as some component of particle production during reheating. This energy
density will decay in a time of order 1/Mc (up to coupling dependent factors), as is typical
of unstable particle production during reheating.
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At much later epochs, it is still possible to have a residual α-vacuum present. If the
universe asymptotes to a de Sitter universe with cosmological constant determined by the
present value of H, the arguments of [34, 33] again apply and we can expect α given by
(7.3) [54, 35]. One can then ask what phenomena observers today will see to indicate the
presence of the α-vacuum. In [91] the assumption was made that (7.4) will be present for
all times, and they used this to constrain α by matching with observed ultra high energy
cosmic ray production. This assumption is equivalent to computing the energy density
of the α-vacuum with respect to the Bunch-Davies vacuum, but gives the wrong result
if the future asymptotic vacuum state is the α-vacuum. In this case, as we described in
section 7.2, no additional particle creation will be present in the de Sitter phase, and instead
the particle production will be determined by (7.2), where we treat background matter as
individual Unruh detectors.
In reality, the present universe is far from a pure de Sitter phase. The pure de Sitter
estimate of the production rate nevertheless should be a reasonable order of magnitude
estimate of the present rate of high energy particle production. Of course without a more
detailed model for the dynamics that governs α we cannot make more precise statements.
Let us proceed then to compute the rate of high energy particle production in an α-
vacuum. By the arguments of section 7.2, we can then treat each Standard model particle





where n is the number density of Standard Model particles 3. In the situation of interest
here, this density will be of order the baryon number density nB which is typically
nB = 10m−3 ≈ H2M2Planck/mp critical density
= 106 m−3 interstellar space
where mp is the proton mass. Plugging in numbers, we nd the dominant source of high
energy cosmic rays will come from within our own galaxy due to interaction of visible
and dark matter with the α vacuum. Many of the predictions will therefore be similar to
the class of top-down models for ultra high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) production from
decaying super-heavy dark matter particles in the galactic halo. For a galactic halo of size
rhalo , we nd the ux received on earth will be of order
j ≈ ΓnBrhalo.
The experimental bounds coming from UHECR production gives j E2 ≈ 1024 eV2 m-2







This is to be compared with the natural value eα ∼ H/Mc ≈ 10−61MPlanck/Mc which
is much smaller. We conclude then if ultra high energy cosmic ray production is to be
accounted for by the α vacuum then the value of α must be much larger than its natural
3The earlier calculation of [91] obtained dn/dt ∼ |eα |2HM3c (converting to our notation). Our result (7.5)
is suppressed by a factor of order HM2Planck/mpM
2
c , where the reader should recall H is the Hubble parameter
today, and we have substituted the critical density for n.
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value.
It is interesting to ask if such a large value for α today might have other observable
consequences. Let us also estimate the time needed for a neutrino style detector to see a
nontrivial interaction with the α-vacuum. The interaction rate per baryon is (7.2) (taking
eα = H/Mc, and Mc = 1016GeV)
Γ = 10−76s−1
which is about 36 orders of magnitude smaller than current bounds on proton decay rate.
For α saturating the bound (7.6) and Mc = 1016GeV, we instead get
Γ = 10−44s−1
which is only 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the bounds on proton decay. We conclude
that even if α is so large as to account for UHECR production, other means of direct
detection will be difcult.
Finally, one might ask whether the present analysis has some impact on the spectrum
of primordial ination uctuations. During the inationary phase, the effect of the α-vacua
on the primordial spectrum has been discussed in [34, 33, 54, 43], where it was found the
amplitude of the spectrum was modulated by a factor of the form 1 + O(H/Mc). The
particle production effects described in the present paper will be absent in empty de Sitter,
and we expect the effect will be a small correction to the energy density (7.4) in the context
of slow-roll ination. Note we already constrain (7.4) to be less than the vacuum energy
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density during ination [54]. Therefore we expect the particle production effects described
here will have negligible impact on the spectrum of primordial uctuations.
7.4 Baryogenesis
An interesting feature of the α vacua is that they violate CPT symmetry when α is not a
real number [6, 20]. This opens the possibility that the α vacua could be used to explain
baryogenesis. If the CPT violation gives rise to particle/anti-particle mass differences,
then baryogenesis could occur in thermal equilibrium, and might be relevant during the
reheating phase at the end of ination.
Greenberg [57] has argued that particle/anti-particle mass differences are only possible
in at space, if one gives up locality. We can apply these general results in the short
wavelength limit of α vacuum propagators. As shown in [55] the interacting propagators
give rise to local commutators in α vacua. In this limit, de Sitter symmetry becomes local
Lorentz symmetry, so Greenberg’s result will carry over. We conclude that α vacua do not
lead to this type of baryogenesis.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
We have constructed a very simple class of initial states for the inaton eld which can be
used to model effects of trans-planckian physics. A new cosmological observable emerges
from this analysis in the context of slow-roll ination, namely the α parameter character-
izing the vacuum state during ination.
Other previous approaches have typically assumed some denite model for the trans-
planckian physics which led to particular states of this type at momenta much below the
Planck scale. We have found for certain ranges of parameters, the initial states do not
lead to excess particle production at the end of ination, and lead to potentially observable
corrections to the cosmic microwave background spectrum.
To counter objections to the theoretical consistency of these states, we have constructed
a renormalizable perturbation theory for scalar eld amplitudes in an α vacuum using an
imaginary time formulation. We have also shown the theory is causal when continued to
real-time, at the level of the two-point function.
The formalism we have developed may also have useful generalizations to compu-
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tations in at space in squeezed state backgrounds. See [92] for QED calculations in
squeezed state backgrounds.
However, we have seen that from the current theoretical standpoint, the α-vacua are
in general inconsistent. The most straightforward treatment as a squeezed state leads to
pinch singularities which render the perturbative expansion ill-dened. Another approach
derived from imaginary time methods leads to a well-dened perturbative expansion, how-
ever the theory becomes non-local once coupled to gravity. We stress this non-locality
is over macroscopic scales due to the fact it is induced by the massless graviton, so does
not have a local effective description even at arbitrarily low energies. Conventional wisdom
then suggestions the vacua cannot be consistently coupled to gravity at the non-perturbative
level. Hopefully these results serve to pin-point the problems with the so-called α-vacua,
and establish the Bunch-Davies vacuum as the unique de Sitter invariant vacuum state that
survives coupling to gravity.
These results have a number of important implications for trans-Planckian effects dur-
ing ination. Certain classes of trans-Plankian effects can be modelled as an α-vacua
with an explicit ultra-violet cutoff as advocated in [54, 34]. In these models it is pre-
sumed unknown ultra-violet physics place modes in an α-vacuum below some proper cut-
off wavenumber. The present results indicate it is unlikely this unknown ultraviolet physics
can be described by a local perturbative effective eld theory. Within the context of local
effective eld theory, one can still ne-tune the initial state so that it gives rise to unusual
effects at the end of ination. However, we now can convincingly argue that generic per-
turbations will inate away and the unique de Sitter invariant Bunch-Davies state will be
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left behind 1. Up to ne tuning issues, the inuence of high energy physics on ination
can then be captured by a local low-energy effective action analysis around the Bunch-
Davies state, which leads to the conclusion that high energy physics corrections to the
cosmic microwave background will typically be beyond the cosmic variance limits [67,68]
(notwithstanding some loop-holes [27, 28]). One can also view these results as highlight-
ing the type of modication of conventional gravity needed to make sense of a variety of
proposed trans-Planckian effects. Finally, it should also be noted our results do not apply
to trans-Planckian corrections to ination that do not asymptote to a de Sitter α-vacuum
(see for example [96]).
Throwing theoretical objections to the four winds we explored some of the phenomeno-
logical consequences of the present universe being in an α-vacua. It seems the most
promising way to directly detect a residual value for α today is via observations of ultra
high energy cosmic rays. As we have mentioned, many of the predictions will be similar to
production of ultra high energy cosmic rays via decaying super-heavy dark matter particles
in the galactic halo [72,18,14]. See [17,13,88] for some recent results, and more extensive
references. Let us briey discuss some of the features and constraints on this production
mechanism.
Galactic halo cosmic ray production avoids the GZK cutoff, because the absorption
length of ultra high energy protons is of order 100 Mpc. The cosmic rays typically do
not have time to scatter before they reach us, so the observed spectrum should reect the
fragmentation function of the primary decay. This has been computed using Monte Carlo
1One might hope that inflation was sufficiently short for certain pertubations to survive - see for example
[66].
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calculation in [13] including effects of supersymmetry. Perhaps the main problem one
encounters in matching this with observation is that the fragmentation functions suggest
the fraction of gamma rays versus protons is too high versus the experimental bound [10,
11, 86]. This bound should become much better established in the upcoming Pierre Auger
Observatory [32]. It is possible gamma rays lose energy more efciently than protons over
the scales of interest, which would ameliorate this problem. Searches for ultra high energy
neutrinos should provide a more robust test of this scenario.
The observed arrival directions of UHECRs exhibit a high degree of isotropy on large
scales, but clustering on smaller scales. This can be consistent with a clumpy distribution
of dark matter in the galactic halo. The α vacuum scenario predicts additional anisotropy
if the coupling to visible and dark matter is comparable, but these couplings are not well-
constrained given the current level of understanding.
The main goal of the present work was to investigate observational constraints on a
residual value of α today. These constraints easily allow for the theoretically preferred
value of |eα | ∼H(t)/Mc. It is fascinating the α vacua may also lead to a possible explana-




We record some formulas useful in the manipulation of squeezed states.
U (ζ )≡ exp(12( flζ a2−ζ a†
2
)) = eA (A.1.1)
eAae−A = eLAa (A.1.2)
where LAB≡ [A,B]. Let ζ = ρeiφ , then
[A,a] = ζ a† = ρeiφ a†







A a = e
iφ ρ2n+1a†









bk = U akU † = Nα(ak− eα
∗
a†k) = ak cosh(ρ)+a
†
ke
iφ sinh(ρ) . (A.1.6)
Some other expressions that we use:
eα−α
∗
= e−2iφ :φ =−Im(α) (A.1.7)
eα+α
∗
= tanh2 ρ (A.1.8)




= 12 ln tanh(−12Re(α))
(A.1.9)
ζ = 12e
−iIm(α) ln tanh(−12Re(α)) . (A.1.10)
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A.2 Some useful facts
Global coordinates
ds2 =−dt2 + cosh2 tdΩ2 (A.2.1)
where dΩ2 is the metric on the unit 3-sphere. We will work in units where the Hubble
radius is 1. Dene Euclidean vacuum using mode functions
ψklm(x) = yk(t)Yklm(Ω) (A.2.2)
where k, l,m label the complete set of scalar spherical harmonics on S3, −|l| ≤ m ≤ |l|.
The yk(t) may be expressed in terms of the hypergeometric function 2F1 [78]. These are
regular on the Euclidean section, and may be analytically continued to functions regular on









This set of modes is the basis of the complete set of modes we will use. They are orthonor-
mal and positive norm, and satisfy
φklm( flx) = φ ∗klm(x)
(φklm,φk′l′m′) = δkk′δll′δmm′ (A.2.4)
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By denition the Euclidean vacuum Green function satises
GE(x,y) = ∑
n
φn(x)φ ∗n (y) (A.2.5)
where we have compressed the k, l,m indices into the single index n.
It is useful to dene z(x,y) = X ·Y where X and Y are the coordinates of points on
5d Minkowski space, where de Sitter can be embedded as −X 20 +X21 +X22 +X23 +X24 = 1.
For spacelike separations z < 1, for null separations z = 1, and for timelike separations
z > 1. We have in mind continuing z to complex values for which the relation to geodesic





F1 (3/2+ iν ,3/2− iν ,2;(1+ z)/2) (A.2.6)
This function has a pole at z = 1 and a branch cut extending from z = 1 along the positive
real axis. The function is analytic in the lower-half z plane. When z is real, GE(z) is real for
z < 1, and develops an imaginary part for z > 1. The sign of this imaginary part changes as
one moves across the branch cut.
To make (A.2.5) well-dened for time-like separations, we must specify an iε prescrip-
tion. Near the singularity z = 1, we specify this in locally Minkowski coordinates (t,~x)
by [20]
GE(x,x′)∼ 1
(t− t ′− iε)2−|~x−~x′|2 . (A.2.7)
In the text we introduce the Green functions Gi j(x,y). These are likewise dened using
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GE but the iε prescriptions are as follows (for simplicity we set~x and~x′ to 0):
G00(x,x′) = N2αGE(t− iε, t ′) (A.2.8)
G10(x,x′) = N2αγGE(−t− iε, t ′) (A.2.9)
G01(x,x′) = N2αγ∗GE(−t + iε, t ′) (A.2.10)
G11(x,x′) = N2α |γ|2GE(t + iε, t ′) . (A.2.11)
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